
Soluna Yoga + Spa hosted three local Girl Scouts troops – Troops 2076, 62040 and 2149 – for a one-hour yoga 
class on Jan. 21 taught by owner Dori Thomsen, vice president of the 5 Points Merchants Association (FPMA), 
in gratitude for their sisterhood and service. The yoga class was followed by a group trash clean-up around 
the 5 Points area. The activities intended to focus on the Girl Scouts’ January theme of happiness, which 
participants sought to create through yoga, fitness, self-care and service to the community. 

Bishop Kenny senior Bridget Sutter was 
honored with the Gator Bowl Charities Award 
of Excellence Scholarship. She was selected 
based on her scholastic record, community 
service, sports participation, leadership, 
extracurricular activities and written 
essay. Sutter is a BK Student Ambassador, 
a member of multiple school organizations, 
runs cross country and track and maintains 
a 4.48 grade point average.

The award includes a one-time gift 
of $2,500, which Sutter hopes to use 
at University of Florida or Notre Dame 
University as she majors in economics.

Sutter 
EXEMPLIFIES 

Excellence

St. Mark’s Episcopal Church of Jacksonville has partnered with the 
Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office (JSO) to assist law enforcement in Ortega 
and surrounding communities of Avondale and Westside. 

The church donated space in its Grace House resource center for JSO 
to use as a field office called a “Stop Station” located adjacent to both the 
church and the St. Mark’s campus of the Episcopal School of Jacksonville.

“Sheriff [T.K.] Waters and I are very appreciative of St. Mark’s 
providing space in this facility for our officers,” said Eric Redgate, 
JSO Assistant Chief, Patrol Division, District 4. “The Stop Station gives 
our officers a quiet, comfortable office space to take a break in the 
field so they can return phone calls, write their reports and do other 
paperwork requirements without having to go back to the substation 
on Blanding Boulevard.” 

Rev. Charlie Holt, Rector of St. Mark’s, said, “It’s a win-win for everyone. 
Helping the people of this community is a big part of our mission, and 
we’re glad to do it.”

Local families, especially parents with children enrolled in the school, 
initiated the Stop Station idea to get a more visible police presence in 
the community and near the school for the safety of the children and 
the community.

“We are so pleased to have a JSO Stop Station on the St. Mark’s 
campus,” Rebecca Sale said. “As a parent and a neighbor, it gives us 
tremendous peace of mind.” 

Fellow parent and neighbor Rebekah Hagan said, “The day in and 
day out sacrifice of these brave men and women in our community 
does not go unnoticed.”

Bridget Sutter

Sally Barnett with Patrick Emmet, DeDe Petri  
and Susan Smathers

St. Mark’s Episcopal Church donates 
space for a new Stop Station

Rev. Charlie Holt, Rector of St. Mark’s Episcopal Church, with Rebecca 
Sale, Rebekah Hagan and JSO Assistant Chief Eric D. Redgate

JSO Increases 
Presence in Ortega
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COMMUNITY NEWS

Centennial 
Gala Raises 
funds for 
Memorial 
Park 
Association
The area’s most prolific advocates for the 
preservation, maintenance and restoration 
of Memorial Park were on hand to celebrate 
the last 100 years of recognizing ‘The 
Florida Fallen.’ 

Sally Barnett joined Memorial Park 
Association Board President Patrick 
Emmet, DeDe Petri and Susan Smathers as 
they enjoyed a celebratory gala, a first of 
its kind for the Memorial Park Association. 
The event took place at the Timuquana 
Country Club, Jan. 20. 

READ MORE ON PAGE 24

Financing Woes
A project 10 years in the making, the 
resurrection of the Laura Street Trio 
will have to wait a little longer; the 
project’s financing remains in limbo 
as parties go back to the table for a 
redevelopment agreement.

READ MORE ON PAGE 6

Despite being victims of a cruel 
theft, cancer patients and their 
supporters at V for Victory 
prove there is more good 
than bad in the world as 
the Jacksonville community 
and beyond rally behind  
them to replace hundreds of 
stolen LEGO sets destined 
for the recovering  
cancer patients.   
READ MORE ON PAGE 46

V for Victim 
Victory

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate 
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BY JENNIFER JENSEN

Shortly after the city made $250,000 worth of upgrades 
to the playground at Murray Hill Park, a fence and gate 
were installed and the park was locked during school 
hours. Many residents wondered why a public park was 
now no longer public. 

However, the city is not the one that erected the fence. 
The park is right across the street from Ruth Upson 
Elementary School, which entered into agreement with 
the city in 2013 to jointly use the park for recess and gym 
class during school hours from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
According to the agreement, the school is allowed to put 
up a fence around the playground for safety reasons, 
but there is nothing in the agreement about locking the 
gate during school hours. 

The gate was installed shortly before the summer and 
many residents became frustrated because although 
school was out, the gate remained locked during the 
week for summer school. Murray Hill is also one of 
the few parks that has a splash pad and resident were 
unable to enjoy that perk on hot summer days. 

When City Council Member Jimmy Peluso took 
office in June, he promised to get the fence taken 
down and work with the school district to find a better 
solution. In August, Peluso issued a memo saying the 
fence would be brought down by the end of December 
and Duval County Public Schools agreed to construct a 
new playground on school property.

“They have every right to use it,” Peluso said. “But it 
was always a public park and we needed to make sure it 

wasn’t inaccessible at any time during the day.”
The gate and fence were removed during the winter 

break. Parts of the fence will be used and repurposed, 
Peluso added. 

Since the gates have been removed, recess and 
resource activities moved back to the school, according 
to Ruth Upson Elementary School Principal Faith 
Roberts-Graham. The school is currently working on 
a new onsite playground. While the school has a few 
small playgrounds, it did not have one for the older 
students. 

Peluso said the school’s playground equipment 
was supposed to be installed in tandem with the fence 
being removed, but there were some delays. 

“Work on our playground continues,” said Roberts-
Graham. “Playground equipment has been ordered 
and is expected to be installed prior to the end of the 
school year.” 

The agreement allows for the children to have a 
safe space to play and not have to cross the road, while 
also allowing the public to have full access to the park 
as intended.

BY MICHELE LEIVAS

In November, The Resident News reported on a regulation 
approved by the Downtown Investment Authority (DIA) 
to establish the Jacksonville Riverwalk Specialty Center 
– a designated area along the North- and Southbank 
where pedestrians would be permitted to carry and enjoy 
alcoholic beverages in designated containers purchased 
from participating licensed vendors. 

This designated area would run from the Fuller Warren 
Bridge to EverBank Stadium on the Northbank, roughly a 
two-mile stretch, and just over a mile to RiversEdge on the 
Southbank. Bridges are not currently included. 

Earlier last month, the JAX Chamber issued a press 
release expressing its board of directors’ support of 
the program. 

“The Chamber believes creating this Jacksonville 
Riverwalk Specialty Center will improve Jacksonville’s 
waterfront experience,” it stated. 

“We need to continue to look at ways to activate the 

riverfront downtown, and this is a simple addition that 
can give people one more way to enjoy downtown,” said 
JAX Chamber President and CEO Daniel Davis. 

Ordinance 2023-0863, the proposed bill that would 
amend Ordinance Code Chapter 154 – Alcoholic Beverages 
to allow the creation of the specialty center, is now moving 
through the legislative process in City Council. 

The topic of cups dominated the conversation at a 
Jan. 16 Rules Committee meeting, including what type of 
materials would be used to create the cups and how costs 
would impact participating business owners..  

City Councilmember Terrence Freeman introduced 
an alternate amendment to one already introduced by 
the Neighborhoods, Community Services, Public Health 
and Safety (NCSPHS) Committee that struck the word 
“plastic” and replaced it with “environmentally conscious/
friendly material” to ensure the production of sustainable 
cups given the center’s proximity to the river. Freeman’s 
amendment followed Boyer’s recommendation at that 
NCSPHS meeting to simply strike the word “plastic” 

without inserting new language pertaining to the 
container’s qualities or materials. 

“What I had indicated previously in committee was 
that if you simply struck the word ‘plastic,’ that gave the 
city the right to approve an acceptable container which 
– my thought was that we would not approve something 
that wasn’t environmentally friendly adjacent to the 
Riverwalk or to be used on the Riverwalk,” Boyer explained 
at the Rules Committee meeting. 

Gordon explained this program is modeled after an 
existing one at the Tampa Riverwalk. Initially, he said, DVI 
plans to provide the cups to the participating businesses to 
ensure the program’s success, “but then eventually cover 
those costs.”

The program, Gordon added, is optional for businesses 
within the established program boundaries – of which 
there are currently “six or seven” – and no one is obligated 
to participate. 

The Rules Committee unanimously approved 2023-
0863 as amended. It will now move on to the city council. 

Special Exceptions for Beverages on Riverwalk

You Asked for It
Why was a gate added at Murray Hill Park and will it be removed?  

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate 
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Miller & Company Real Estate • 2905 Corinthian Avenue • Ortega Village • 904-388-0000 
MillerCompanyRealtors.com

TOM SANDLIN
(904) 237-0458

SHEILA THOMPSON
(904) 625-7476

LESLIE RIOS WILKINS 
(904) 476-4188

LAURA ROPP
(904) 304-9196

VIRGINIA OGLETREE
(904) 545-8609

ANA JULIAN
(904) 449-2596 

ALISE FERRANTI
(904) 434-0767

ANN ABERCROMBIE
(904) 382-1346

TED ALEXANDER
(904) 334-1892

ELIZABETH MEUX 
(904) 704-1576

NATHAN MILLER
(904) 465-3001

TED MILLER
(904) 463-1731

GRANT COOPER
(904) 878-3529

DOTTIE LOWELL
(904) 535-0136

CARRIE INMAN
(904) 707-8038

AvondaleDeerwood Riverside

1326 Belvedere Avenue
3 bedrooms 1.5 baths 1,307sf

listed for $460,000

10134 Courtyards Place W
6 bedrooms 6.5 baths 8,348sf

listed for $2,500,000

2565 Ernest Street
2 bedrooms 1 bath 1,066sf

listed for $319,000

  UNDER CONTRACT

Ortega Forest

4969 Prince Edward Road
4 bedrooms 2.5 baths 3,263sf

listed for $750,000

Waterfront LotOrtega Terrace Westfield

0 Ortega Island Drive
.82 acre, 10K lb covered boat lift

listed for $900,000

4710 Apache Avenue
5 bedrooms 4.5 baths 4,653sf

listed for $2,595,000

4626 Westfield Road
2 bedrooms 1 bath 1,092sf 

listed for $310,000

Mandarin

2947 Scott Circle
3 bedrooms 2 baths 1,506sf

listed for $350,000

  SOLD

Stop by and have a cup of coffee  
on us at the Ortega River Run
Saturday February 10th  
beginning at 8:00 AM

This is the year to make your move!
Buy & sell with the professionals you trust.



BY MICHELE LEIVAS

The Downtown Investment Authority (DIA) 
Board gave its unanimous approval at a 
Jan. 17 board meeting to temporarily lease 
an estimated two-acre parcel of land on 
Bay Street for JEA to use as a construction 
easement for one year. 

The parcel would be used as a staging 
area for the installation of chilled water 
lines on Bay Street. These lines would 
serve the Museum of Science and History 
(MOSH), the Four Seasons and other nearby 
developments.

An appraisal of the property placed 
its rental value at just over $235,000. As 
payment, JEA has offered in-kind services at 

a minimum of $300,000 for the Park Street 
Road Diet project – a City project several 
years in the making that would bring much-
needed upgrades to the Park Street corridor 
in Brooklyn.

The week prior, at the DIA Retail 
Enhancement and Property Disposition 
Committee meeting, CEO Lori Boyer said, 
“The Park Street CIP is a project that will 
facilitate development of adjacent parcels 
in that vicinity. There is a developer who 
has already acquired the land, who’s been 
waiting for that road project to begin. Their 
engineers have identified water and sewage 
upgrades that need to be made to serve that 
development so this is providing some of 
that work under the pavement that would 

ensure future development can happen in 
that area.”

The developer she referenced is the 
Trevato Development Group, which 
received conceptual approval from the 
Downtown Development Review Board 
(DDRB) last year for Block Nine, its proposed 
mixed-use Brooklyn development.

At the committee meeting, Boyer 
fielded questions regarding the $300,000 
in-kind services for the Park Street 
project and its funding within the Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP). She clarified 
that these funds are not reducing the CIP 
budget.

“The CIP budget is for the street – so for 
pavement and curbs and trees and things 
like that,” she said. “This is for utility work 
that has been unfunded, and the question 
has been whether the developer was 
seeking incentives to cover the utility work 
and the developer was going to pay for the 
utility work, or whether JEA was going to 
pay for the utility work. There have been 
negotiations going on around that. So, 
this is a commitment for them to pay for at 
least a part of the work.”

She added that “the initial biggest 
concern” pertains to an iron pipe beneath 
Park Street that would require the street to 
get dug up in order to replace or repair it.

“I think the initial thought was, let’s 
either line or replace that iron pipe first. 
The other feeder lines can be additional 
phases from JEA or negotiated with the 
developer,” she said.

The resolution for the JEA property 
disposition includes an option to extend 
the lease for an additional 180 days 
after one year, but with the inclusion of 
additional consideration from JEA. At the 
conclusion of the lease, the parcel would 
revert back to the City. 

The Downtown Investment Authority (DIA) approved a one-year lease on this two-acre parcel to JEA, which will in turn provide funding for the Park Street Road Diet project.

Bay Street Staging Area Tees Up 
Park Street Road Diet 

Brand Ambassadors: Marlene Chappell
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SAVE $75*

ON FILLER
*FIRST TIME TREATMENT

SAVE $50*

BOTOX • DYSPORT
*FIRST TIME TREATMENT

P O N T E  VE D R A  B E AC H  •  AVO N DA L E
TOWN  C E N T E R  •  F E R N A N D I N A  •  ST.  AU G U ST I N E
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Happy Medium Books Café 
2724 Park Street 

Riverside, Jax 
Est. 2023

Happy Medium Books Café offers both 
Used & New Books for all ages.

Locally roasted coffee, organic matcha  
and chai, as well as pastries from  

Blueberry Artesian Bakery. 
Check out our website and follow us  
on social media for upcoming events,  

book clubs, writing workshops,  
story time and more!

www.happymediumbookscafe.com 
Instagram: happy_medium_books
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The Resident is a monthly newspaper mailed to homeowners in Riverside, Avondale, 
Ortega, Murray Hill, San Marco, San Jose and St. Nicholas. For advertising information 
please call 904.388.8839. Editorial submissions are welcome, but subject to editing at 
the publisher’s discretion. Facts and statements expressed in the editorial content are not 
necessarily those of The Resident.  All content is copyrighted and may not be reprinted, 
copied or reproduced without written permission from the publisher. ©2024.  
Locally Owned and Operated.

Phone: (904) 388-8839
Fax: (904) 423-1183

1650-302 Margaret St. #310
Jacksonville, FL 32204

GOT NEWS?
EMAIL US AT 

editor@residentnews.net

www.ResidentNews.net
@residentnewsjax

@residentnewsjax
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2925 Corinthian Ave / Jacksonville / 904.300.3354
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With more female physicians than any other health system  
in the area, Baptist Health knows women’s hearts. 

But, how well do you know yours? Many heart disease 
symptoms in women differ from those men experience  
and can go unrecognized. 

The first step is knowing what to look out for: 

• Chest pain or tightness
• Neck or jaw pain

• Fatigue
• Shortness of breath

If you experience any of these symptoms (or are worried due 
to your risk factors), it may be time for an evaluation with 
one of our cardiologists. Our 40+ board-certified specialists, 
including nine female cardiologists, are leaders in the full 
spectrum of heart care, from prevention to intervention. 

At Baptist Heart Specialists, our hearts are dedicated  
to yours.

Ladies, do you know your heart?

To book an appointment, 
call 904.720.0799 or visit 
baptistheartspecialists.com.

A new number to know

Your cardiac CT calcium 
score measures plaque in the 
arteries, a leading indicator of 
heart disease. Knowing this 
score may help you prevent a 
heart attack and improve your 
heart health.

The test is painless and takes 
less than 10 minutes. Talk to 
your primary care doctor to see 
if cardiac CT calcium scoring 
may be right for you.

Baptist Heart Specialists physicians are employed by Baptist Cardiology, Inc. Physicians providing care at Baptist Health hospitals are not employees or agents of the hospitals.                           © Baptist Health 2024
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BY MICHELE LEIVAS

The future of the Laura Street Trio remains in limbo 
as parties return to the drawing board to settle on a 
redevelopment agreement to help fund its adaptive 
reuse and restoration. 

New year, new deal
At a Committee of the Whole meeting on Jan. 4, 
representatives from the development team and 
the City discussed the merits and concerns about 
legislation introduced as an emergency proposing the 
appropriation of $22 million to fund a participation loan 
for the restoration and renovation of the historic trio. 
According to the bill summary, the bill waived several 
ordinance code provisions and policy guidelines. 

At-Large Group 4 City Councilmember Matt Carlucci 
explained he introduced the bill as an emergency 
because of a deadline the developer had on locked-in 
interest rates with a lender. The developer would have 
needed the bill to pass quickly to secure those rates.

“Unlike any other deal in Jacksonville 
in recent times, you have a developer who 
is seeking to do the almost impossible: 
to rehabilitate not one, not two but three 
historically significant, post-Great Fire, 
legendary structures at the very epicenter 
of Jacksonville,” said attorney Jason Gabriel 
in his presentation to the council on behalf 
of the development team. “This is a true 
public-private partnership in the best sense 
of the phrase.”

Gabriel emphasized the need for haste 
in reaching an agreement on the project’s 
financing.

“The more time that passes in the financial 
planning phase, the more likely it is that 
market conditions will shift, making the 
initial financial plan obsolete before it can 
even be implemented,” he said. 

In his presentation, Gabriel detailed the 
four parts of the deal, “three of [which] have 
remained the same all along, one of which is 
new in concept but has always been a part of 
the necessary ‘gap financing’ that’s necessary 
for this sort of rehabilitation project.”

The three previously discussed facets of the deal 
are the REV (Recapture Enhanced Value) Grant, the 
DPRP (Downtown Preservation and Revitalization 
Program) loan and the forgivable loan. The fourth 
was the aforementioned participation loan at the 
center of discussion. 

Property owner and SouthEast Development 
Group principal and managing director Steve Atkins 
responded to questions regarding why the development 
team was pursuing this agreement versus one more 
traditionally structured.

“We have a stack of about $24 million in private 
equity in this project. Equity is expensive; equity has 
to have a return. We have to either pursue other equity 
opportunities or we have to pursue a public-private 
partnership with the City of Jacksonville,” he said. “But 
the Capital One product that we had an opportunity to 
pursue is probably the best-case scenario in the market 
that we’re faced with right now.”

A constitutional concern
During their respective presentations, Downtown 
Investment Authority (DIA) CEO Lori Boyer, City 
Chief Financial Officer Anna Brosche, Council Auditor 
Kim Taylor, and Special Counsel to the Mayor Mike 
Weinstein all expressed concerns regarding the deal 
before the council. Among those concerns were those 
regarding the constitutionality of the proposed deal. 

“The General Counsel has advised, and I think has 
spoken to many of you, that more likely than not, the 
participation loan and replenishment guarantee violate 
the Florida Constitution,” Boyer said. “The constitution 
prohibits the lending of credit for private activities 
unless there’s a paramount public purpose such as 
major job creation, public sports or entertainment 
venues, etc. and they consulted outside general counsel 
who came to the same conclusion. This is a concern not 
only because citizens can sue, it’s a concern for those of 
us who have to execute the documents and warrant that 
they are legal binding obligations of the city.”

General Counsel Michael Fackler said his office’s 
analysis, in conjunction with an analysis review by 
an outside firm, concluded that “this project doesn’t 
meet that heightened standard of a paramount 
public purpose.”

Moving forward 
After a lengthy discussion, Carlucci withdrew the 
emergency and the council opted to pass the baton back 
to the DIA Board to find a redevelopment agreement to 
which all parties can agree, though Boyer later said she 
believes the board’s charge is “much broader than that.”

“I think what was passed back to us is, figure out a 
way to get the historic buildings renovated,” she said. 
“The council president has said ‘work with urgency but 
don’t rush it, come up with something that works.’ We 
took that as it was important for staff to have two or three 
alternatives to offer the developer that we think would 
work and to have those ready by last week. So we do.”

Atkins purchased the Laura Street Trio and the Barnett 
Bank Building in 2013 and completed restorations on the 
latter in 2019. It is now a mixed-used development that 
serves as the North Florida flagship office for JP Morgan 
Chase and the home office for the Jacksonville Business 
Journal. It also offers residential space. 

Atkins’ plans for the Trio include an Autograph 
Collection Hotel by Marriott offering 143 guest rooms, 
multiple restaurants and bars, ground-level retail space 
and 169 multifamily units, of which roughly 30% will 

be in the workforce category. The additional 
vacant acreage within the Trio’s footprint has 
allowed for the new construction add-ons, 
which will bring the total square footage to 
approximately 300,000. 

Atkins said the Trio “really signifies and 
represents the most catalytic opportunity 
for change and revitalization in downtown 
Jacksonville.”

When asked about a backup plan for the 
Trio if a finance agreement could not be 
reached, he said, “Is there another program 
we could use? I don’t think there’s another 
use that we could come up with over a 
multifamily and/or hotel that would produce 
enough revenue to make it any different. 
We are committed to trying to make this 
program work. We think it’s not just the right 
program for those buildings, but we think 
it’s the right program for downtown and the 
needs of downtown.”

The Trio has sat vacant for more than 
30 years, and Carlucci said their successful 
renovation would “be a 365-day-a-year 
economic development driver. It will 

develop jobs.” 
“I just think we’re at a point now where everybody’s 

rallied behind it, just want to get it over the goal line, 
push it over the goal line,” he said. “The Laura Street Trio 
is kind of like our running back at the seven-yard line, 
and the whole city, and the DIA, and everybody is trying 
to push it across. That’s what I want to see happen.”

The three buildings – the Florida Life Building, the 
Bisbee Building and the Old Florida National Bank, or 
the Marble Bank – were built in the years following the 
Great Fire of 1901. Two of them – the Bisbee Building and 
the Florida Life Building – were designed by renowned 
Jacksonville architect Henry Klutho. 

“Those three buildings took a chance on Jacksonville, 
and they helped rebuild Jacksonville’s present and pointed 
us towards a new future,” Carlucci said. “Ironically, all 
these many years later, those three buildings have the 
opportunity to help rebuild our present and rebuild our 
future again.”

Laura Street Trio Awaits 
Next Steps

City Councilmember Matt Carlucci calls the Laura Street Trio Jacksonville’s “three most 
historically significant buildings” in the downtown area. 

Renderings of the SouthEast Development Group proposed adaptive reuse and restoration of the Laura Street Trio.

Historic properties require 
unique financing
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7037-7 Commonwealth Ave. • Jacksonville, FL 32220
allamericanmovers@att.net
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Ed 
Akers   

904-651-6676

Wade 
Griffin

904-534-0969

Rosemarie 
Reynolds

904-553-0015

Brandon 
Rusnak 

302-605-3034

Alan 
Aptheker

904-982-3950

Erica 
Davis

904-219-0954

Mariel 
Benn

703-473-8082

Tripp 
Newsom

904-234-6117

Seth 
Kimball  

904-270-0210

Marc  
Laurent 

786-617-6818

Robert 
Van Cleve

904-535-4420

Zeke 
Tayag

904-210-3818

Tiffany 
Hebert

904-855-5495

Allison 
Mead

904-678-7355

Glenn 
Guiler

904-707-7712

The Thomsen 
Group

904-835-2300

Nancy Pedrick 
Cusimano

904-728-0981

Avondale Office: 3610 St. Johns Avenue 904-394-2316 

$1,455,000
1855 MONTGOMERY PLACE
3BR | 2 FULL BA | 1 HB | 3,548 SQFT
Listed By Seth Kimball
904-270-0210

$1,294,000
2965 ST JOHNS AVE
4BR | 2 FULL BA | 1 HB | 3,825 SQFT
Listed By The Thomsen Group
904-835-2300

$459,000
2970 ST JOHNS AVE 7D
3 BR | 2 BA | 1,696 SQFT
Listed By Robert B Van Cleve
904-535-4420

$285,000
1542 PALM AVE 1542
1 BR | 2 BA | 1,062 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$390,000
1127 BLUE SKY WAY
3 BR | 2 BA | 1,546 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$265,000
8318 CHIMNEY OAK DRIVE
3 BR | 2 BA | 1,372 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$485,000
3949 ARBOR LAKE DR W
3 BR | 3 FULL BA | 1 HB | 2,372 SQFT
Listed By Robert B Van Cleve
904-535-4420

$290,000
2912 ST JOHNS AVE 1
2 BR | 2 BA | 1,220 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$223,000
8115 SPRING LAKE RD N
2 BR | 1 FULL BA | 1 HB | 1,014 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$119,000
9038 JEFFERSON AVENUE
3BR | 1 FULL BA | 1 HB | 2,038 SQFT
Listed By Robert B Van Cleve
904-535-4420

$275,000
6863 LUBEC CT
3 BR | 2 BA | 1,658 SQFT
Listed By Edmund Akers 
904-651-6676

$239,000
6956 ARQUES RD
3 BR | 1 FULL BA | 1 HB | 1,434 SQFT
Listed By Robert B Van Cleve
904-535-4420
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©2024 It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy to work with them and cooperate fully. Coldwell Banker. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker and the 
Coldwell Banker logos are trademarks of Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. The Coldwell Banker® System is comprised of company owned offices which are owned by a subsidiary of Anywhere Advisors 
LLC and franchised offices which are independently owned and operated. The Coldwell Banker System fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. 
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BY MICHELE LEIVAS

Murray Hill residents can expect to see more construction 
on some of its residential streets as JEA continues work 
for the Melba Street Water Improvement Project. 

The project, which launched late last summer, is 
estimated to cost $4 million and has an anticipated 
completion date of Aug. 31 of this year. 

The project’s objective is to upgrade and replace 
portions of the existing water lines on Melba Street, 
College Place, College Street, Green Street, Nelson Street, 
Owen Avenue, Plum Street and Solstice Street.

According to JEA Community Involvement and Project 
Outreach Manager Greg Corcoran, the only remaining 
work on Melba Street is road resurfacing, which is 
currently expected to occur in April or May. The overall 
project is more than halfway complete, and Corcoran 
added JEA anticipates wrapping the project before the 
Aug. 30, 2024, contract completion date. 

The Melba Street Water Improvement Project is part 
of the larger Galvanized Pipe Replacement Program, 
which JEA developed and launched “to modernize more 
than 200 miles of [its] existing potable water distribution 
system to reduce service failures and meet current potable 
flow standards.” 

According to the Galvanized Pipe Replacement 
Program webpage on JEA’s website, the program was 
launched in 2018, and more than 15 miles of outdated 
galvanized pipe is estimated to have been replaced 
countywide by the end of last year.

Corcoran explained that many of the projects within 
this program are in “older” communities such as Riverside 
and Murray Hill. 

“This work includes installing larger pipes for 
improved water pressure and new fire hydrants to upgrade 
area fire protection,” he said. 

The program’s webpage lists water improvement 
projects currently underway. It lists the following projects 
as under construction in the Riverside community:
• Center Street, Cherokee Circle, Locust Street and 

Gilmore Street (“Center Street from Rosselle Street 
to the dead end, Cherokee Circle from Rosselle Street 
to Locust Street, Locust Street from Rosselle Street to 

Cherokee Circle South and Gilmore Street between 
Cherokee Street and Locust Street”) – Anticipated End 
Date: Feb. 1

• McDuff Avenue (“McDuff Avenue near Old Roosevelt 
Boulevard”) – Anticipated End Date: Feb. 29

• Osceola Street (with work areas on “Osceola Street, 
Dellwood Avenue and Myra Street”) – Substantially 
completed on Jan. 9; area restoration work remains.
An additional project in Murray Hill – the Antisdale 

Street Water Improvement Project – is currently 
underway “Antisdale Street from Ingleside Avenue to 
just west of Edgewood Avenue, Ingleside Avenue from 
Post Street to Antisdale Street, and Talbot Avenue from 
Post Street to Mayflower Street.” The anticipated end 
date for this project is May 31. 

Petticoat-Schmitt Civil Contractors is the contractor 
for the Melba Street, McDuff Avenue and Stockton 
Street projects. JEA crews are working on the Center 
Street, Cherokee Circle, Locust Street and Gilmore 
Street, Lancaster Street and Antisdale Street projects. 

Additional projects are underway in other areas of 
Jacksonville within JEA’s service territory. 

For the Melba Street project, Corcoran added 
there are no additional road closures on Melba Street 
expected except for during the road resurfacing. 

“Road closures are typically only for a day at a 
time and are related to specific project activities like 
paving,” he said. “For the safety of our crews and the 
general public, there will be times when roads will 
be temporarily closed to through-traffic, and street 
parking will be limited while crews are installing the 
new water lines.” 

He continued: “Residents will have access to their 
homes and businesses and will be permitted to drive, 
with caution, within the project area. There may 
be times when driveways are temporarily blocked 
while crews are working directly in front of homes or 
businesses.” 

More information regarding the Melba Street and 
other projects within the Galvanized Pipe Replacement 
Program, including future proposed projects, can be 
found at jea.com/gprp. 

Jacksonville 
Launches 
Roof Rehab 
Program
The City of Jacksonville Neighborhoods 
Department, Housing and Community 
Development Division launched a new Home 
Roof Rehabilitation Program last month. 
The new initiative is funded from the City of 
Jacksonville General Fund and was passed by 
the City Council in December. 

“The home roof rehabilitation program 
will help keep a roof over people’s heads, and 
it’s a crucial next step towards preserving 
generational wealth in Jacksonville’s 
underserved neighborhoods,” said Mayor 
Donna Deegan. 

The program helps homeowners 
fund replacement of their home’s roof in 
compliance with homeowners’ insurance 
and mortgage requirements, provided in 
the form of a deferred payment loan, at 0% 
interest, for up to five years. Applicants 
must be the owner and occupant of the 
property, be current on their mortgage and 
property taxes, meet maximum household 
income requirements, and provide a proof 
of insurance letter or insurance company 
roof exclusion notice demanding roof 
replacement or repairs. 

“The City of Jacksonville is acting on the 
twin crises of affordable housing and property 
insurance,” said Affordable Housing Director 
Joshua Hicks. “This is just the start of efforts 
to provide immediate relief to our citizens 
while we work to implement long-term 
solutions that keep people in their homes 
and grow the attainable housing inventory.”

The program opened applications for 
residents of Duval County at 9 a.m. on Jan. 
16, and it filled up less than 90 minutes after 
opening, with 270 applications submitted 
before the city closed the waiting list. 

Councilmember Matt Carlucci filed an 
emergency bill in response, asking city 
council to increase the budget from the 
approved $500,000 back to the originally 
requested amount of $946,000. The current 
amount will only cover up to 35 applicants 
and Carlucci said the increase could serve 
over 90 people. 

A project area map of the JEA Melba Street Water Improvement Project, slated to wrap on or before Aug. 30.
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Water Improvement Projects 
Underway in Murray Hill, Riverside

The home roof rehabilitation 

program will help keep a roof 

over people’s heads, and it’s 

a crucial next step towards 

preserving generational 

wealth in Jacksonville’s 

underserved neighborhoods.
– Donna Deegan, Mayor

3610 Saint Johns Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32205

rewade.com 
904.534.0969  

wade@rewade.com

WADE GRIFFIN
GRI, AHWD

12512 WESTBERRY MANOR DR  - $675,000
5 BR · 3 BA · 3,547 sqft

MANDARIN

1025 MAPLE LN - $2,450,000
5 BR · 3 FBA · 1 HB · 6,654 sqft

SAN MARCO

1528 STOCKTON ST - $517,500
4 BR · 2 FBA · 1 HB · 2,614 sqft

RIVERSIDE

UNDER
CONTRACT

UNDER
CONTRACT

ORTEGA ISLAND
4570 ORTEGA ISLAND DR 
1.5 ACRES · 6 BR · 5 FBA · 2 HB · 7,341 SQFT  -  $2,390,000

CLO
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HISTORICAL MARKET KNOWLEDGE = PROVEN RESULTS
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COKERLAW.COM  |  904.356.6071
OFFICES-JACKSONVILLE

words ARE NICe. 
but numbers 
speak for 
themselves.

your fight is our fight

*Names changed to protect client privacy

john and debra Smithjohn and debra Smith** v.   v.  
local glass company,  local glass company,  

Out-of-state glass companyOut-of-state glass company**

$4.5 MILLION
(settlement, 8/17/2021)

Personal Injury: Workplace Negligence

orlando valle v.  orlando valle v.  
proficient auto transport, Inc., et alproficient auto transport, Inc., et al

$14.5 MILLION
(verdict, 5/4/2022)

Personal Injury: Trucking Crash

kathleen thomaskathleen thomas** V.   V.  
geico insurance companygeico insurance company

$14.4 MILLION
(verdict, 8/5/2022)

Personal Injury: car accident
*Names changed to protect client privacy
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Multiple 
Service 
Projects 
Honor  
MLK Day
Hundreds of volunteers gathered 
last month for the largest Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. service event in 
Northeast Florida’s history. United 
Way of Northeast Florida, the City of Jacksonville, AmeriCorps and over 30 
community partners collaborated to bring forth the MLK Week of Service, Jan. 12-
20, to Duval, Clay and Nassau counties in order to affect tangible, positive change in 
their communities, including several projects in North Riverside.

King Solomon United Baptist Church and Feeding Northeast Florida hosted 
a food and hygiene distribution drive, where a team of volunteers organized the 
drive and packed items into recipients’ cars.

Three teams were sent to Broward, Smith and Crystal Streets to clean up trash 
from the sidewalks, mow lawns for residents and clear out muck from the street 
gutters. 

Lastly, at the Daily Manna Community Garden, volunteers and community 
members – in partnership with Groundwork Jacksonville, North Riverside CDC and 
the Daily Manna Serving Center — installed a gazebo, cleared weeds and prepared 
raised beds for the next season’s planting.

Additional group, individual and virtual volunteer projects are available 
through United Way’s Volunteer Hub at unitedwanefl.org/volunteer.

Dozens of volunteers cleaned up the streets of North Riverside on Saturday, Jan. 13, in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. Day. 

Volunteers helped distribute food and hygiene products at King Solomon 
United Baptist Church during United Way’s MLK Week of Service.

BY MICHELE LEIVAS

The Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office (JSO) 
has a suspect in custody following a fatal 
shooting on San Marco’s River Road on 
Sunday, Jan. 21. 

According to the police report, officers 
were dispatched to a River Road residence 
at 1:32 a.m. in response to a shooting. 
When they arrived, they found 30-year-
old Austin Fitzgerald suffering from a 
gunshot wound on the ground near the 
residence. The report indicated Fitzgerald 
was pronounced dead after being 
transported to a hospital. 

The suspect, 36-year-old Luis Roces, has been charged with second degree 
murder. A witness recognized him and told police he “occasionally resided” at 
the River Road residence, though the police report lists a Neptune Beach home 
address.  

According to the police report, a witness stated the suspect located her at the 
Dart Bar on King Street, where she’d been with the victim and another friend. 
She said she’d received and ignored several calls and texts from the suspect prior 
to that and later realized he’d been searching for her in the Riverside area. 

The witness statement in the police report continued that, en route, the 
witness texted Fitzgerald, asking him to come pick her up at Roces’s house, 
stating that she was afraid of him, and, once there, remained in a bathroom near 
the front door to wait for Fitzgerald to arrive; Roces remained in the bathroom 
with her. Once Fitzgerald arrived, the witness said Roces left the bathroom and 
began arguing with him at the front door, and the witness fled from the house. 

The statement went on to say that the verbal altercation between the men 
continued as she and Fitzgerald attempted to get in Fitzgerald’s car – parked 
two doors down – to leave. Fitzgerald and Roces approached one another, still 
arguing.

 Several portions of the report have been redacted, including the events 
immediately leading up to the moment Fitzgerald was shot and Roces’s 
statements. A silver .38 caliber revolver was recovered at the scene. 

Roces was arrested later that Sunday afternoon and charged in connection 
with the shooting. 

Luis Roces was arrested and charged with second degree 
murder in connection with a fatal shooting on River Road in 
San Marco last month.
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Suspect Charged  
in River Road Shooting

Unmatched Compassion.

Record-Setting Results.

Tom Edwards and Eric Ragatz have worked
together for more than 20 years. Their
experience, personal devotion to clients, and
relentless commitment to justice is why
Edwards & Ragatz is recognized for excellence
in Jacksonville and throughout the state.

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
SETTLEMENT AGAINST

HOSPITAL

ONE OF THE LARGEST
INJURY JUDGMENTS IN

FLORIDA'S HISTORY

RECORD-BREAKING
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

VERDICT

$23M $228M $178M

WWW.EDWARDSRAGATZ.COM

(904) 399-1609



BY MICHELE LEIVAS 

The Duval County Public Schools Board (DCPS) is 
inching toward making a final selection between the two 
administrative building proposals recommended by its 
negotiation team last August.

One proposal is from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, Inc., the other, from Jacksonville Transportation 
Authority (JTA) and Preston Hollow Community Capital. 

According to a presentation given to the DCPS Board 
last August, the Blue Cross Blue Shield option would 
involve leasing space in the existing Riverside building and 
the offer includes “up to 130,000 [square feet] available in 
two different floor plan scenarios,” available immediately. 
The JTA proposal would be “build-to-suit” and includes 
a 40-year lease with an option for DCPS to purchase the 
building after six years. 

Questions were raised at that August workshop 
regarding what the projected costs would be to remain 
at the current location for the next 20 years. To that end, 
an independent third party was brought in to complete 
a facility condition assessment for three buildings 
from which DCPS staff would consolidate in the new 
location. Those three buildings are the Prudential Drive 
administrative building, the DCPS Teams Center on Beach 
Boulevard and the Technical High School in Riverside. 

The assessment analyzed both short-term deferred 
maintenance and estimated long-time capital 
improvement requirements projected for 20 years. For 
each facility, it put forth lists of immediate, short- and long-
term maintenance repairs and upgrades. The assessment 
projected the “total capital plus operating cost through 20 
years” at $56,641,846 for the existing facilities at an a 20-
year average annual cost of nearly $3 million.

This assessment was presented to the board at a Jan. 10 
workshop, though it raised several questions and concerns 
by board members regarding the accuracy of the numbers 
reflected in it. 

DCPS Executive Director of Maintenance Tarek 
Ghandour shared his thoughts on the “discrepancies” 

he saw in the report pertaining to estimated repair and 
maintenance costs. 

“Some items, yes, you are right in the ballpark, I believe, 
and some items you are not, based on my belief that we 
have relationships with our contractors who can do the 
job a lot more efficiently and we have a lot of in-house 
capability to get the job done,” he said.

Later, in a telephone interview, DCPS Director of 
Purchasing Services Terrence Wright elaborated, “This 
facility condition assessment was completed, however it 
did not allow the school district staff to be able to take a 
look and make sure that all the information was correct 
and accurate. So, after that meeting was held, it was 
determined that [DCPS real estate consultant] CBRE, along 
with the consultant who prepared the facility condition 
assessment, will meet with the DCPS staff to go over it and 
make sure that all the numbers are accurate and everything 
is accurate. Once that’s done, the final version will then be 
presented in some manner to the school board again.”

Wright clarified the option of staying in the 
current location on Prudential Drive was not an option 
recommended by the negotiation team, and this 
assessment is “extra due diligence.”

“This is a huge decision, and it just seems like they’re 
trying to make sure that they perform all the due diligence 
and get all the information that they need before they 
make the decision,” he said.

According to Wright, once DCPS staff has an 
opportunity to go over that assessment report in detail, 
at that point – barring any new questions or additional 
requests for information – the board will move forward 
with a final decision to accept one of the offers, a decision 
he hopes will take place sometime this year.

“No one has given a timeline for anything, but that 
would be my hope,” he said. “I do think that the new 
chairman wants to take some action on this. I haven’t 
heard him give a timeframe, but I do think that it will be 
something that’s going to be in consideration all the time 
until the decision is made.”

More Questions in Quest for New 
DCPS Admin BuildingFree 

Children’s 
Dental 
Care
Sulzbacher  
hosts its annual  
Give Kids a 
Smile® event  
Feb. 24
Sulzbacher will host its annual Give Kids a 
Smile® event Saturday, Feb. 24 from 8 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at the Sulzbacher Pediatric Clinic at 
5455 Springfield Blvd. Through a generous 
donation of supplies from the American 
Dental Association (ADA) the Sulzbacher 
Pediatric clinic dental team will be on hand 
to give free, comprehensive dental care and 
support to children under 18. Services will 
include routine exams, cleanings, sealants, 
extractions and simple fillings.

No registration is required, but patients 
are encouraged to arrive early as services 
will be rendered on a first-come, first-
served basis. The last patient will be 
admitted no later than 1:30 p.m. For further 
information, call (904) 535-0327 or email 
SulzbacherDental@sulzbacherjax.org.

11LOCAL PAPERS LIKE THE RESIDENT NEWS HELP GIVE OUR COMMUNITY A SENSE OF IDENTITY BY HIGHLIGHTING THE CULTURE, TRADITIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS THAT MAKE OUR COMMUNITY UNIQUE.

We are a full-service European Automotive Repair facility. From basic oil and brake services 
to complex and technical repairs we are your dealership alternative. Let’s work together to 
protect your investment. Call us today to schedule an appointment!

Scan for Shop Tour

EUROPEAN AUTO CARE

4522 Irvington Avenue 
Jacksonville, FL 32210
 (904) 900-1671
mackmotorwerks.com
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Elizabeth Andersen

Anderson Tapped 
as OneJax CEO
Elizabeth Andersen has been named the new CEO of OneJax, 
Inc., effective Feb. 5, 2024. The announcement was made by Dr. 
Mobeen Rathore, OneJax board chair.

“After an extensive national search for the right person to lead 
OneJax into the future, we found her in our own backyard,” said Rathore. “Actually, we found 
her in our own board room, as Elizabeth joined the OneJax board in July. When the position 
became available this past fall, she decided to throw her hat in the ring, and we’re delighted that 
she did.”

Andersen is a Licensed Mental Health Counselor and former chair of the Duval County 
School Board. More recently, she served as the Chair of the Mental Health Subcommittee for 
Mayor Donna Deegan and the City of Jacksonville. 

“We see Elizabeth as a catalyst for positive change, championing initiatives focused on social 
equity, resource accessibility and the common good. She is dedicated and comes to this position 
with a great sense of purpose. Her multi-dimensional involvement with community initiatives 
speaks to her values and her vision,” Rathore said.  

Dove 
Named 
MOSH 
CEO

The Museum of Science & History (MOSH)’s board of trustees 
announced the unanimous selection of Alistair D.M. Dove as the 
Museum’s new CEO, effective Feb. 5. He was selected from more than 
50 highly qualified applicants from around the world to replace the 
previous CEO, Bruce Fafard. 

“Al is a renowned scientist, an experienced educator, a masterful 
storyteller and a proven leader from a world-class institution. He’s 
the right fit at the right time and we can’t wait for him to get to work,” 
said William Magevney, board chair of MOSH.

Dove comes to MOSH with more than 17 years’ experience at 
the Georgia Aquarium, where he has served as Vice President of 
Science & Education since 2020. His previous roles spanned multiple 
departments, including research, conservation, nutrition and 
development, while his academic work includes more than 75 peer-
reviewed scientific publications and one book, along with research 
and professor positions at Cornell University and Stony Brook 
University.

“I am both eager and delighted to take on this incredible 
opportunity. MOSH is a cherished cultural institution and I look 
forward to leading this preeminent science and history museum 
through its current programming and into an exciting future 
through the MOSH Genesis project,” said Dove. “Public institutions 
like science centers and museums are trusted community voices and 
I take the responsibility of keeping them a vibrant and relevant part 
of the social fabric very seriously.”

MOSH is currently preparing for its future location at the 
Jacksonville Shipyards. 

Alistair D.M. Dove

All Smiles for  
Dr. Hanania
Dr. David Alex Hanania has joined Dr. James Schumacher and 
the team at First Coast Smiles, located at 4201 Roosevelt Blvd. 
Dr. Hanania earned his dental degree from Nova Southeastern 
University College of Dental Medicine and his bachelor’s in 
biochemistry from the University of Florida. He is a member of the 
American Dental Association and the Florida Dental Association.

In a statement on the company’s website, Dr. Hanania said, “My 
mission in dentistry is to provide high quality and personalized care catered to each patient 
with integrity and honesty. My goal is to educate patients on the importance of their oral health 
and build trusted relationships with them and our community.”

David Alex Hanania

5421 Roosevelt Blvd, 5421 Roosevelt Blvd, 
Jacksonville, FL 32210Jacksonville, FL 32210

904-580-7345904-580-7345
SouthernSteer.comSouthernSteer.com

If you love steak, you’ll love our selection…  
from Filet Mignon to Porterhouse, T-Bone, Tri-tip, NY Strip,  

Sirloin Filet, Flank Steak, Brisket and Ribeye.
We source it all for your grilling and smoking pleasure.

Come in and shop our options today,  
you’ll be glad you stopped by!

Jacksonvi l le’s  Trusted Shop  
for  Qual ity  Meats  and Eats

Fresh Ingredients from Field to Table
Home of TASTY TIPS AND JUICY BREASTS ™

From world-famous marinades to barbeque sauces galore  
we offer flavor profiles from Argentine to butter garlic,  

beer can, teriyaki, buffalo, jerk, bulgogi and more!

4555 San Juan Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32210-2050

Bus: 904-381-1206
cam@camanderson.net
www.spiritof1922.com
        

Cam Anderson
Agent

State Farm
Bloomington, ILLike a good neighbor, State Farm is there.^

®
^

If you want personal service and 
understanding with your insurance, 
I’m your good neighbor. You’ll also get 
24/7 tech options when you want to 
manage your policies online. 
Call, click or stop by for a quote today.

A person you know.
A policy you understand.

4555 San Juan Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32210-2050

Bus: 904-381-1206
cam@camanderson.net
www.spiritof1922.com
        

Cam Anderson
Agent
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Bishop Kenny Breaks 
Ground on New Athletic 
Training Center
High school facility named in honor of 
the Betty and Jack Demetree Family 
Bishop Kenny High School, Jacksonville’s first and oldest Catholic high school, 
broke ground on a $10.1 million building on Jan. 3 with The Most Rev. Erik T. 
Pohlmeier, Bishop of the Diocese of St. Augustine, presiding over the event. The 
new Betty & Jack Demetree Family Athletic Training Center will house facilities 
and resources for the school’s student athletes. More than half of the student body 
participates in one or more of Bishop Kenny’s 23 athletic teams. 

“Today is a historic day. We have long provided a strong, rigorous academic 
environment for our students. It is now time to level-set our athletic facilities to 
that same standard,” said Principal Todd Orlando. 

The Athletic Training Center is the first of two building projects envisioned and 
made possible through the school’s Legacy of Faith Capital Campaign. The second, 
a practice gymnasium, will house lockers, weights and classrooms for use by the 
entire student body. Construction on the practice gymnasium will start after the 
opening of the training center. 

“To be able to move this building forward while honoring our parents, Betty and 
Jack Demetree, is a special opportunity,” said Jay Demetree. “Our father would have 
been thrilled to join us here today as we break ground on this exciting project.” 

In addition to the construction of these buildings, Bishop Kenny is also 
prioritizing the expansion of its endowment. Formally begun in December 2021, 
the endowment has raised more than $2 million toward creating a restricted long-
term fund to ensure the school’s financial sustainability. 

The Betty & Jack Demetree Family Athletic Training Center will open during 
the 2024-25 academic year. kasper architects + associates and Auld & White 
Constructors are the design and construction partners on this project. 

Ken Boyd

Billy Dale Tyson, Jorge Morales, Michael Cascone, Betty 
Demetree, Elizabeth B. Cascone, Jay Demetree and Erik 
Kasper performed the ceremonial groundbreaking. 

A rendering of the Betty & Jack Demetree Family Athletic Training Center 

Local Author 
Boyd Publishes 
Book of Poetry

Author Ken Boyd has published “Grasshopper Dreams,” a collection of poems that 
reflects the author’s nearly 400 years of familial history in the American South. 
Through 39 entries replete with Southern slang, 
colloquialisms and universal wisdom, Boyd explores 
joy and suffering across different stages of life.

“‘Grasshopper Dreams’ is a collection of poetry for 
our times – times of change, uncertainty and social 
confusion,” said Boyd, who grew up in Avondale and 
is also a jazz musician and member of the Poetry 
Society of America. “It explores what confronts and 
eludes us. It takes on the unchanging uniqueness 
of the Deep South, family dramas, social tides and 
our wandering spirituality. It is composed of equal 
parts contentment, humor and confounding 
confusion.”

“Grasshopper Dreams” is published 
through Fulton Books under K. Lucius Boyd. 
It is available at bookstores, or online at iTunes, 
Amazon, Google Play and Barnes and Noble.

Daniel 
Recognized 
for Nursing 
Leadership
Tammy Daniel, senior vice president and chief 
nursing officer (CNO) of Baptist Health, has 
been included on Becker’s Hospital Review’s list 

of Hospital and Health System Nursing Leaders to Know. The list acknowledges 
nursing leaders who leverage their clinical and leadership experience to provide 
exceptional patient care and create “professional pathways for the next generation 
of nurses,” according to Becker’s.

Daniel has spent nearly half of her 35-year career at Baptist Health. She joined 
the health system in 2007 and held several leadership positions within the 
organization before assuming the top nursing leadership role in 2018. 

In congratulating Daniel, Matthew A. Zuino, executive vice president and 
COO of Baptist Health, called her an “innovator and advocate for advancing the 
role of nursing.”

Tammy Daniel

Billion-dollar Boom
The Chairman’s Cup-winning Avondale/San Marco Metropolitan 
office of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Network Realty 
recently celebrated their award, along with the company’s impressive 
$1.4 billion sales volume in 2023, at the company’s “Agents are 
Forever” 2023 Annual Awards celebration. San Marco Metropolitan 
office Realtor Anita Vining led as the Top Producer with $56.8 
million in closed volume. Ann King, president of the company, 
praised the agents’ “unparalleled commitment” and indicated plans 
in 2024 to make “dreams come true for our clients, colleagues and 
the community.”
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JUST LISTED!

A member of the franchise system of BHH Affiliates, LLC

"A home is one of the most important assets that most  
people will ever buy. Homes are also where memories are 
made and you want to work with someone you can trust."

~Warren Buffett, chairman and CEO, Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

CeCe CummingsCeCe Cummings
                                                      REALTOR®

Avondale/Ortega Metropolitan
904-434-9777

cececummings.com

3684 Pine St.  /  3 Beds  /  2.5 Baths  /  2,110 sq. ft.

$795,000
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Mayor Donna 
Deegan appointed 
Charles Griggs to 
serve as Director 
of Community 
Initiatives in the 
Mayor’s Office, 
effective Jan. 8. In 
his new role, Griggs 
will be responsible 
for promoting 
community initiatives 
that focus on public 
safety through crime 
prevention and 
intervention. This will 
include reimagining 
the Jacksonville 
Journey while 

providing oversight to the City’s current programs in that area. 
He replaces Lakesha Burton, who resigned in 2023 to care for her 
husband.

“Relaunching this vital program is a top priority of our 
administration,” said Deegan about the Jacksonville Journey. “It 
will be in good hands with Charles at the helm.”

Griggs was the president of Eighth & Whitner Group LLC, 
a media, marketing, and government relations agency focused 
on policy engagement and program issues that improve 
community outcomes. Prior to that, he worked for the Florida 
Department of Health in Duval County, serving as the Director 
of Communications and Community Engagement, then later as 
Director of External Affairs.

He is a longtime member of 100 Black Men of Jacksonville, 
Inc. and serves on the board of directors of the 100 Black Men of 
America, Inc. Griggs has also served on the Jacksonville Human 
Rights Commission, Arts in Public Places Commission, and the 
Jacksonville Journey Oversight Committee. In 2015, he received 
the Mayor’s Lifetime Journey Award for his eight years of service 
on the Jacksonville Journey Oversight Committee.

Griggs Appointed 
Director of  
Community Initiatives

Charles Griggs

$95K Granted to Revitalize 
Cathedral District
The Jessie Ball duPont Fund has jointly awarded a $95,000 grant to St. John’s Episcopal Cathedral and 
Cathedral District-Jax (CDJ) to help revitalize the 36-block Cathedral District in northeast downtown 
Jacksonville. The grant will provide general operating support for CDJ’s work to repopulate the 
formerly thriving neighborhood through the prioritization of affordable mixed-income housing. 
The grant is the largest received by CDJ to date.

Ginny Myrick, president and CEO of CDJ, said that while affordable housing projects typically take 
two to three years to complete, CDJ is working to shorten that time for developers. She called the 
housing a “critical component” of a healthy neighborhood.

“CDJ’s goal is to help facilitate 2,500 new residential units as soon as possible in the 36 blocks of the 
Cathedral District on Cathedral Hill, working for a recognizable sense of place in the neighborhood,” 
said Myrick.

Since its inception, CDJ has worked with current landowners and potential sellers to gain control 
of properties and make them developable for private builders and developers. The affordable housing 
units are earmarked for residents earning 30%-80% of the area median income. 

Thomas B. Waters

Waters 
Responsible 
for Jacksonville 
Neighborhoods
Thomas B. Waters was appointed by Mayor Donna Deegan to serve 
as Director of Neighborhoods for the City of Jacksonville, starting 

Jan. 22. Waters will be responsible for neighborhood and housing services, as well as regulatory 
compliance for the City, including the Neighborhood Services Office, Housing and Community 
Development, Municipal Code Compliance, Environmental Quality, Mosquito Control, Animal Care 
and Protective Services, and the Office of City Link/630-City.

Waters has a long history with the City, having previously served as a Grants Administrator for 
the Department of Intra-Governmental Affairs, Project Administrator for the Department of Public 
Works, and a Planner/Coordinator for the Neighborhoods Department. He is also a City Council-
appointed Commissioner for the Jacksonville Housing and Community Development Commission.

PRODUCED BY THE WOMEN’S BOARD TO 
BENEFIT WOLFSON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Tickets on sale now! 
Call 904.202.2886 

or visit thefloridaforum.com.

2023-2024

ADMIRAL JAMES STAVRIDIS, 
USN, Ret.

February 26, 2024 at 7:00 p.m.

NATO’s 16th Supreme Allied Commander; 
New York Times Bestselling Author 

Presented by
Treat them to something special with a gift card 

from  The Spa at Ponte Vedra Inn & Club. 

The gift that’s everything you could  want for them and everything they desire.
Call us today at 904.273.7700, come see us at The Spa,  

or shop from anywhere at pvspa.com.
MM1481
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Burkhardt 
Named NAI 
Hallmark 
Partner
NAI Hallmark, a commercial real estate 
services and advisory firm, announced 
the appointment of Daniel Burkhardt 
as its newest partner, effective Jan. 
1, 2024. Burkhardt will assume a 
larger role surrounding the growth 
of the brokerage division and provide 
strategic guidance to the NAI Hallmark 
team.

Burkhardt joined NAI Hallmark 
in 2012 after graduating from the 
University of Florida. Throughout his 
career, he has represented clients in 
more than 200 transactions totaling 
over $500 million in value, and said he 
was “honored” to take on this new role. 

Christian Harden, Co-CEO at NAI 
Hallmark said, “His dedication to 
the community and commitment to 
excellence in his daily work have set 
the high-water mark and we are proud 
of the growth he’s made in our team.”

“Daniel’s core values have always 
been in line with those of our company 
and witnessing Daniel’s professional 
growth over the past decade has been 
truly inspiring,” said Harden’s Co-CEO 
counterpart, Keith Goldfaden.

Daniel Burkhardt

20 Graduate 
Leadership 
Academy
Ron Elliott, Emily Lloyd and Hamilton Lloyd 
were among the Northeast Florida Association 
of REALTORS (NEFAR) Leadership Academy 
graduates celebrated during its 2024 Awards 
and Installation Gala.. Leadership Academy is 
a yearlong program designed to train emerging 
leaders in how to grow their businesses, 
expand their leadership skills, develop a sense 
of camaraderie with their peers and make 
a difference within the extended real estate 
community. For a full list of NEFAR’s Leadership 
Academy class, please visit residentnews.net.

Emily Lloyd

Amy Wacaster John Hirabayashi John Peyton Michael DuBow

Hamilton Lloyd

Ron Elliott

New Trustees for 
The Community 
Foundation
The board of trustees for The Community Foundation for Northeast Florida 
is welcoming new leadership, as Michael DuBow begins a two-year term as 
chair, and John Hirabayashi, John Peyton and Amy Wacaster begin three-
year terms as new trustees. DuBow succeeds the Honorable Brian J. Davis, 
who completed his two-year term as chairman on Dec. 31, 2023, and will 
continue his service to the board as the chair of the governance committee. 

Michael DuBow is the president of the DuBow Family Foundation, 
overseeing all grantmaking initiatives. He has served on the board of 
The Community Foundation since 2014. He was a previous president 
of the Jacksonville Jewish Center and board chair of the Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital.  

John Hirabayashi is retiring this year as the president and CEO of 
Community First Credit Union after leading it since 1996. He has served on 
the boards of the Jacksonville Public Education Fund, Cummer Museum 
of Art & Gardens, Florida State College at Jacksonville, JAX Chamber, the 
Nonprofit Center of Northeast Florida, Jacksonville Community Council 
Inc., and WJCT Public Broadcasting. 

John Peyton was named president of GATE Petroleum Company in 
January 2012 after serving two consecutive terms as Jacksonville’s mayor. 
He has served as chairman of the Jacksonville Transportation Authority, 
Jacksonville Symphony Association, Greenscape of Jacksonville and the 
JAX Chamber. 

Amy Wacaster is a retired equity trader who chaired the board of 
trustees at Beaches Episcopal School prior to its merger with Episcopal 
School of Jacksonville (ESJ), and now serves on the executive committee 
of the board. She is the current co-chair of the Boldly ESJ capital campaign 
and serves on Wolfson Children’s Hospital’s boards of directors and 
Davidson College’s board of visitors. 

3651 Park Street, Jacksonville, FL 32205 
904-330-4733 | www.cowfordrealty.com

Historic Neighborhoods 
Are Our Passion

1330 WOLFE ST - $700,000
5 BR / 4 BA / 2,249 SQFT.

3841 BOONE PARK AVE - $1,095,000 
5 BR / 3 BA / 2,950 SQFT.

Stunning historic home with detached apartment on a double lot! This recently 
renovated exceptional property, located in beautiful, historic Avondale, seamlessly 
marries the charm of the past with modern comfort. Main residence has 4 
bedrooms, 2.5 baths & comprises the perfect blend of space, comfort & character. 
High ceilings, hardwood floors & large windows create a warm & inviting 
atmosphere throughout. The formal living room & cozy sunroom offer opportunities 
for relaxation & entertainment. The kitchen features modern appliances, ample 
counter space & is open to the formal dining room. En suite guest room on the 
first floor with its own exterior access door. A half bath on 
the first floor is perfect for guests. Upstairs, three bedrooms 
& one bath. Use the whole floor as your private retreat! 
One BR fitted with custom closet fixtures was used as a 
walk-in closet/dressing room/lounging area. Detached 
Apartment - 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, laundry hookups. 
Finished to the same exceptional standard as the main 
house. This space offers versatility to use as a guest suite, 
income-generating rental, or private retreat. This unit offers 
all the comforts of a modern home.

Welcome to this stunning new construction home nestled in the heart of 
historic Avondale. This two-story gem boasts nearly 3000 sqft of living 
space, featuring 5 bedrooms & 3 bathrooms. The home seamlessly marries 
historic charm with modern convenience, showcasing an inviting large front 
porch, perfect for enjoying the neighborhood ambiance. Inside, discover an 
open kitchen, spacious living & dining areas, a media room & a mudroom 
for added functionality. The large primary bedroom offers a walk-in closet 
& a connected bathroom with both a shower & tub. A rare find in the area, 
the backyard is generously sized, complemented by a 
2-car garage. Perfectly situated within walking distance 
to Boone Park & the eclectic shops of Avondale, this 
residence is a harmonious blend of new construction 
allure within the embrace of a historic neighborhood. 
Immerse yourself in the comfort & elegance of this 
Avondale haven. Schedule your showing today to 
experience the best of both worlds. Listing AgentsListing Agents

Glenn Chandler & Matthew Jarvis | 760-239-1470Glenn Chandler & Matthew Jarvis | 760-239-1470
Listing AgentListing Agent

Cynthia Riegler | 206-250-9617Cynthia Riegler | 206-250-9617

JUST SOLD

AVONDALE

NEW LISTING

AVONDALE

MEET THE AGENT

I come from a healthcare and specialty pharmacy 
background, and my goal is to always be there for you, 
offering support and helping you make decisions with 
confidence! As your REALTOR®️ at Cowford Realty, I’ll share 
insights from my experience and our team, using market data 
and trends to guide your decision-making. Let’s chat about 
your goals, and I’ll give you honest feedback to help you 
reach them.

What are the names of your last 5 pets? 

Brad, Simon, Kenneth, Waffle Bobby, Stephen Carey 

Would you rather explore the depths of the ocean 
or outer space? 
Outer space! I’d rather run into an alien than find out what’s been 
living beneath the water this whole time! 

Is a hot dog a sandwich? 

I’ll go with an expert like Gordon Ramsey, yes a hot dog is a 
sandwich!! 

NATHAN BURT 
Realtor 
904-677-1255
nathan@cowfordrealty.com 
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Clark LaBlondPete O. DaltonNina Chankelee and Clark Coombs Wanda McReynolds

Realtors Dalton, LaBlond 
and McReynolds Honored
The Northeast Florida Association of REALTORS® (NEFAR) presented 16 awards to 
local realtors at its 2024 Awards and Installation Gala, Jan. 4 at the Hyatt Regency 
Riverfront Hotel. The honorees included three from The Resident News readership 
area: Clark LaBlond, Pete O. Dalton and Wanda McReynolds. 

The Legends of Real Estate’s Clark LaBlond took home two awards, The Circle 
of Honor Award and The Diversity Award. The Circle of Honor Award recognized 
LaBlond’s many years of exceptional service and contributions to the community, 
state and the real estate profession. The Diversity Award recognized his efforts to 
raise the consciousness of inclusiveness within the organization, industry and 
workplace.

LaBlond is an active member of NEFAR’s board of directors, Budget and Finance 
Committee, Global Business Council, Education Task Force, and was chairman of the 
DEI Committee and co-chairman of the 2023 NEFAR Leadership Academy. He has 
also served on the Fair Housing Policy Committee and Diversity Committee for the 
National Association of REALTORS®.

Pete O. Dalton, broker/owner of Coldwell Banker Vanguard Realty, took home the 
NEFAR Lifetime Legacy Award, which honors a long-time REALTOR® member, living 
or deceased, who has made a significant mark on the Northeast Florida real estate 
industry. Under Dalton’s leadership, Vanguard Realty grew from an independent one-
office brokerage into the largest Coldwell Banker franchise in Florida with 10 offices 
and two service centers. He has served as president of the Clay County Association of 
REALTORS® and as NEFAR’s secretary and on its board.

Slate Real Estate’s Wanda McReynolds was honored with the night’s Silent 
Angel Award. The Silent Angel Award honors a NEFAR REALTOR® member who has 
demonstrated continued personal involvement and support to NEFAR and to the real 
estate profession for the past three years, and McReynolds was known for her giving 
spirit toward others and the association. She has been involved with many different 
area councils and the Global Business Council.

For the full list of honorees, please visit residentnews.net.

McLendon Named Multiple 
Sclerosis Society Partner
Dr. Loren McLendon, a pediatric neurologist at Nemours Children’s Health, 
Jacksonville, has been named a Partner in MS Care physician by the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society (NMSS) for her knowledge and experience in treating multiple 
sclerosis (MS). McLendon is the only pediatric MS provider in the state of Florida. As 
part of the Partner in MS Care distinction, McLendon has at least 20% of her patients 
diagnosed with MS and/or other chronic neurologic illnesses. 

 “This collaboration is a positive move forward in continuing to provide prestigious 
pediatric care for MS,” said McLendon.

 Multiple sclerosis is a disease of the central nervous system with symptoms 
ranging from numbness and tingling to blindness and paralysis. There is currently 
no cure.

This collaboration is a positive move forward in 
continuing to provide prestigious pediatric care for MS.

– Dr. Loren McLendon

BRIAN D. CHAPPELL, AIF®, CRPS™
President, Speedwell Capital Group

Wealth Advisor, RJFS

1920 San Marco Blvd.  //  Jacksonville, FL 32207 

T 904.900.7004  //  F 904.256.9824  //  speedwellinc.com

Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory 
services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc. Speedwell Capital Group is not a 
registered broker/dealer and is independent of Raymond James Financial Services. 23-BRFJH-0001TA 10/23

For life’s journey, an elevated 
advisory experience

 

Please Donate Today.

danielkids.org 
904.296.1055

YOUR DONATION CAN
• supply counseling for abused children
• connect neglected children with foster families
• provide homeless teens with shelter and support
• strengthen and reunify high-risk families

Due to abuse, neglect or serious emotional issues, 
many children can’t even imagine a positive future. 
Daniel’s experienced team can help them heal and 
build better tomorrows, but we need your help.

PAVE THE WAY TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE
for Local Kids in Crisis

SENYAI Thai Brings 
Authenticity to 
Cuisine in 5 Points
For restaurateurs Clark Coombs and Nina Chankelee, food has always been at 
the forefront of their lives. For Chankelee, it was growing up in Thailand and 
being raised on the roots of the traditional dishes that ignited a passion for 
sharing generational Thai recipes with guests. For Coombs, it was a lifelong 
pursuit of travel and expansion of his palate while traveling to 28 different 
countries over the last few decades.

The pair has combined their passions to rebirth a local Thai concept, 
complete with a new name, new recipes and fresh ingredients. They have now 
unveiled their plans for an outstanding experience in 5 Points. Chankelee 
and Coombs took over operations of Aroi Thai at 820 Lomax St., renaming 
the concept SENYAI – Thai Street Food and Noodle Bar. The previous owners 
had survived the pandemic, but challenges remained that led to a change in 
ownership and ultimately, a better outcome for the neighborhood. 

“I just love this neighborhood. From its youngsters and hipsters to the 
elders, everyone really lives together here in harmony; it’s a great area in 
which to build a business,” said Chankelee, while discussing their newly 
minted venture. 

Coombs has lived the bulk of his life in Jacksonville and was born at 
Riverside Hospital, but he’s finally settled down after years of globetrotting. 
He’s a self-professed “foodie” who “will eat just about anything,” and loves to 
share his appreciation for unique eats, seasonings and flavors from around 
the world.

The pair is excited to share their cuisine and excellent service with a smile, 
coupled with high-quality ingredients that will please the most discerning 
palate. SENYAI is located along the one-way streetscape in 5 Points, just off the 
landmark flashing yellow beacon that defines the area. The restaurant can be 
reached by calling (904) 256-4979.
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(904) 388-4400
norvillerealty.com
5335 Ortega Blvd. | Jacksonville

Super convenient location, super popular TVCA condo with 
2BR, 1.5BA and 952SF.  Hardwood floors nearly throughout, 
community pool, club house and laundry facilities!

Timuquana Road  #214    $175,000

TIMUQUANA VILLAGE CONDO

DAVID TAYLOR   904.424. 3946

Respected. Experienced. Professional. 
Proudly serving homeowners in NE Florida for 38 years.  

Gorgeous riverfront condo with 3BR/3BA and 2,365 SF.  New 
windows, custom built-ins, designer kitchen, newer high-
end appliances, brand new HVAC & 2 parking spaces!

Lancaster Terrace 1A    $699,000
BILL SHEFFIELD   904.445.8340

BROADVIEW TOWERS

Spectacular views await in this gorgeous 2BR/2BA condo 
with 180° panoramic views of the Ortega River, yacht clubs 
& beyond!  Riverfront pool, fitness center & much more!

Lakeside Drive #103    $550,000
BILL SHEFFIELD   904.445.8340

ORTEGA YACHT CLUB

Nestled on a very private ½ acre lot, this lovely 4BR/3BA 
2,744SF home features an open layout, a downstairs 
MIL suite, a beautiful back yard & abundant storage!

Ft. Caroline Road    $525,000
ELLEN WILSON   904.445.1846

FT CAROLINE BEAUTY

One owner, completely renovated townhome boasts 
2BR/2.5BA and 1,262 SF, in a superb urban location, walking 
distance to parks, shopping, cultural venues & more! 

Riverside Avenue #119   $460,000
ELLEN WILSON   904.445.1846

1661 RIVERSIDE CONDOMINIUM

Charming, solid 3BR, 2BA home with 1,725SF, hardwood 
and luxury vinyl flooring, updated kitchen w/ solid surface 
counters, 2-year-old roof & a super convenient location!  

Cedar Park Lane   $269,900
DAVID TAYLOR   904.424. 3946

CEDAR HILLS ESTATES

Lee
Gudal Davis
904.608.6881

Linda Shepherd
904.955.0442

NEW LISTING

NEW LISTING UNDER CONTRACT

NEW PRICE

904.465.4987  |  William.Milne@USBank.com  

William Milne 
Senior Residential 
Mortgage Lender

Contact me to learn  
more about home 
financing solutions. 
 

NMLS ID #648915  

Sheffield  
Slier 

904.525.0816

Cathleen  
Lee

904.505.3468

Christine 
Allmand

904.537.1236

Lee  
Norville

904.707.3030

Ellen  
Wilson

904.445.1846

Lisa Anthony 
Tucker

904.868.6056

Honey 
Norville

904.388.4400

John 
Fox

904.699.2619

Bill 
Sheffield

904.445.8340

David 
Taylor

904.424.3946

Winfield
Duss

904.710.7948

Congrats to our
Sales Leader!

Ready to Fall in Love

with your New Home??
Call Us Today!

New Owner Brings Welcomed 
Change to Happy Medium 
Books Café

There is a unique place in 
the neighborhood to relax, 
unwind, read a great book 
and enjoy an old-school, 
independent bookstore. In 
fact, that very shop has been 
abuzz with locals who are 
discovering its allure, and 
they are spreading the word.

Happy Medium Books 
Café has been operating at 
2723 Park St. in the Whiteway 
Corner building since August 
2023, but the face behind 
the business has changed in 
recent weeks.

As a volunteer at the 
store, Dana Shutters was helping the prior owner, Annie Pagett, 
stock shelves, serve patrons and lend a hand. In a twist of fate, a call 
to help the family out in Utah meant that Pagett would have to depart 
Jacksonville...and fast. The pair devised a plan to keep the lights on 
and let Shutters take over the business. As a former librarian and 
educator, Shutters knew it was time to enjoy the next phase in her 
own journey. She took the reins and began putting her personal 
touch on things, which included more new books, versus the 80-20 
split of used to new.

“I would say we’re about 50-50 when it comes to the balance and 
inventory of new [books] and used at this point,” she said. 

Shutters is working to ensure fresh ideas are explored. The place 
is quickly evolving to take on a life of its own, from the selection of 
reading materials to the aesthetics, décor and cash-and-carry items 
like greeting cards and for-purchase local art adorning the walls.

Shutters is welcoming book clubs, mothers and their children, and 
anyone that finds solace in the peace that bookstores have to offer. 
Not only can one find a delightful book, but the “Café” aspect of the 
namesake also means fresh pastries, scones and other tasty snacks 
alongside matcha teas, espresso drinks and cold beverages. 

Visit happymediumbookscafe.com for more details or call (904) 
683-8447 to check on a title today.

Dana Shutters 

Megan DeGance

DeGance 
Joins Five Star 
Veterans Center
Megan DeGance has joined Five Star Veterans Center as its 
marketing director after spending four years as the Center 
Operations & Programs Manager at USO in Jacksonville. 

DeGance has an extensive background in center operations, programs management and 
marketing, having also held positions in operations and publishing throughout her career. 

The Five Star Veterans Center is dedicated to assisting veterans with the housing  
and support services they need to transition to civilian living. 

Renovation Marks New Chapter 
for Carithers Pediatric Group

The Carithers Pediatric Group 
recently celebrated its grand 
re-opening at 2121 Park St. with 
a ceremonial ribbon cutting. 
Originally erected in 1987, the 
group’s office has long been a 
cornerstone of the community, 
providing pediatric medicine 
since its founding in 1941 
by Drs. Hugh and Connie 
Carithers.

Over the decades, the 
Carithers Pediatric Group has 
grown and evolved, adapting 

to the changing needs of the community while staying true to its core values of compassion, 
integrity, and innovation. The new office features updates and amenities designed to enhance 
the patient experience.

“We are thrilled to unveil our newly renovated office space,” said Wendy Sapolsky. “This 
renovation not only enhances our ability to provide the highest quality care to our patients but 
also reaffirms our commitment to serving the children and families of Northeast Florida for 
generations to come.”
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Leon Barrett studied, played football and graduated from 
then-named Robert E. Lee High School in 1961. Just five 
years later, upon graduating from University of Georgia – 
with a little help from his former Lee football coach – he, 
his wife and one-month-old baby returned to his alma 
mater to teach and coach…and he never left. Now, a group 
of individuals have worked to ensure that his 60-year 
legacy never will. 

On Saturday, March 9, at 10 a.m., the stadium at 
Riverside High School will officially be renamed the Coach 
Leon Barrett Stadium during a special dedication ceremony 
at the field. 

“I always knew Lee High School was home to me,” said 
Barrett. “To me, God had a purpose in my life to come back 
here and do what I’ve done with it.”

What he’s done with that life is leave in indelible mark 
on generations of students, strengthen and inspire those 
around him for decades, and even become family to those 
who needed it most. 

“He’s really a builder of men. He’s just such a Christian. 
There are so many people that are indebted to him for his 
continued friendship, and the way he handled himself 
in high school as a mentor to other students and the 
ball players, whether it was girls or boys,” said Norman 
Abraham, who went to school with Barrett and served on 
the committee to have the field renamed. “He’s the perfect 
guy to look up to.”

Abraham, along with Greg Carter, Pat Geer, Doug Milne, 
John Wannamaker and Gary Warner, formed a committee 
to petition the Duval County School Board to name the field 
– which Barrett had previously dubbed “The Backyard” – 
Coach Leon Barrett Stadium. 

Barrett spent 38 years teaching and coaching at what is 
now called Riverside High School. Though he claims he was 
better at being an assistant, Barrett was the head coach of 
seven different sports at different times, and only had one 
losing season as a head coach, oddly enough in football. He 
started the school’s first athletic booster club, served as the 
school’s Athletic Director from 1977-1992, was instrumental 
in having the press box, lights and bleachers installed, and 
even used maintained the field back when it was grass. 

He and his wife, Margaret, have owned a home adjacent 
to the school for 52 years. 

“You can’t sit in my den or my dining room, or walk out 
my door, or drive up my driveway without looking at Lee 
High School,” he said.

But Barrett said his greatest accomplishments aren’t 
necessarily the victories won on the field. 

“I came off the street, and when I had the opportunity 
to go to college, it seemed like everything just pointed me 
back here. I wanted to come back here and see if I could 
help some kids. That’s been the whole purpose of my life,” 
he said. “If I can help one kid move on and be as lucky as I 
was…that’s been the whole thing.”

Stories abound about the positive impact Barrett has had 
on individuals that have passed through the school halls: 
The kid he “led to Jesus” in 1972 who now has a church in 
Portland, Oregon. The Green Bay Packers’ defensive safety 
LeRoy Butler, who for years told Barrett that if he ever got 
in to the Football Hall of Fame – which he did in 2022 – that 
“you and mama [Margaret] are coming.” And the everyday 
players who found inspiration in his words. 

“The thing about Coach Barrett is that he could 
encourage or motivate you to do things you didn’t think 
you could do,” said committee member Carter, who 
graduated Lee High in 1975 and played for Coach Barrett. 
“For instance, 1973, the first game of the season. We 
played Fletcher High School. Fletcher was ranked No. 1 
in the state preseason. We had not had a winning record 
in nine years, so were picked last in Jacksonville; but, we 
went out there and beat them 15-14. We only had a few 
boys over 200 pounds, but Coach Barrett would motivate 
you and get you so fired up, you thought you were the New 
England Patriots.”

The committee that petitioned the school board also 
raised the funds to cover the costs and signage for the 
naming of the stadium. In the future, Abraham said 
the committee would also like to start a scholarship at 
Riverside High School in honor of Barrett and his longtime 
friend, playing and coaching partner, Corky Rogers. They 
have also requested that all athletes who have played for 
coach Barrett in the past be in attendance at the dedication 
ceremony on March 9.

“I’m blessed. I’m still shocked a little bit. I never thought 
anything like this would ever happen,” said Barrett.

Barrett will be 82 in February and still substitute 
teaches at Riverside High to this day. When asked about 
former players coming to the dedication, Barrett’s humble 
nature showed through again as his only concern was for 
the feelings of the potentially hundreds of people that 
might come out in support of it. 

“I don’t know what to say to everybody. I won’t 
recognize everybody’s name anymore. At 82, you forget a 
lot of names.”

While he may not remember all their names, he is sure 
to feel their presence. There’s no doubt they’ve all felt his.

Championing a Legacy
How one man’s impact inspired a timeless tribute
BY LINDSEY GAST PESSIA

Margaret Barrett and former Lee High school player and Green Bay Packer 
LeRoy Butler with Leon Barrett in 2022, around the time Butler was inducted 
into the Football Hall of Fame. 

Leon next to a television gifted to him by four appreciative former Generals: 
Greg Carter, Phil Miller, Joe Joe Browder and Steve Hyers

A rendering of the new signage for Coach Leon Barrett Stadium.

$300K Awarded for Refugee Housing
The Delores Barr Weaver Legacy Fund at the Community Foundation for Northeast 
Florida recently awarded Lutheran Social Services of Northeast Florida (LSS) a 
$300,000 grant spanning the next three years to support housing initiatives within 
the agency’s refugee resettlement program. 

The funding will go toward refugee families arriving in Northeast Florida, with 
first priority given to Afghan refugees. In 2023, 2,542 refugees and nearly 45,000 
individuals received assistance through LSS. 

“We are immensely grateful for this funding partnership from the Delores Barr 
Weaver Legacy Fund,” said Bill Brim, president and CEO of LSS. “This gift will move 
LSS forward in welcoming refugee families seeking a brighter tomorrow in our city.”

Residential & Commercial | 24 Hour Emergency Service | (904) 389-9299 | TouchtonPlumbing.com

• Comprehensive Install & Repair:  
Faucets, Tubs, Showers, Toilets, and Sinks

• Advanced Leak Solutions:  
Slab Leaks and Water Heater Repairs

• Full-Service Plumbing:  
Home Repiping and Sewer/Drain Repair

• Expert Home Remodeling Projects

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
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Northeast Florida Plumbing Experts for Over 25 years

The UPS Stores are independently owned and 
operated by licensed franchisees of Mail Boxes Etc., 
an indirect subsidiary of United Parcel Service of 
America, Inc., a Delaware corporation. Services and 
hours of operation may vary by location. Copyright 
©2024 Mail Boxes Etc., Inc. 41018560407

The UPS Store
1650-302 Margaret St.
Jacksonville, FL 32204
9 0 4 - 3 8 1 - 6 6 7 8

Monday thru Friday: 8:00 AM–6:30 PM
Saturday: 9:30 AM–3:00 PM

$1 OFF Notary Service

The UPS Store in the Publix Shopping Center • Suite 302

No Appointment Necessary!

Florida Christian 
Apartments

Now Leasing  
Spacious Studios

Affordable  
Apartment Homes

(904) 381-4800 | 1-800-955-8771 / 711 TTY | 1115 S Edgewood Ave S., Jacksonville Fl 32205

*Income/Age Limits Apply
Professionally Managed by SPMLLC
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BY MICHELE LEIVAS 

On Wednesday, Jan. 10, Mayor Donna Deegan announced the launch of Jax 
Enterprise Permitting, Inspections and Compliance System, or JaxEPICS, the City 
of Jacksonville’s (COJ) new permitting system. 

Deegan made the announcement at City Hall alongside City Council President 
Ron Salem and COJ Chief Information Officer Wanyonyi Kendrick.

The permitting process – and the amount of time it took to move through – 
was a recurring complaint Deegan said she heard during her campaign and one 
that was again voiced during the community conversations Deegan hosted in all 
19 districts shortly after becoming mayor. At the January press conference, she 
said overhauling the permitting process “has been a priority of my administration 
since day one.” 

JaxEPICS was soft-launched in December. 
JaxEPICS and its website (jaxepics.coj.net) was created in-house with the City’s 

development team, “saving millions in taxpayer dollars,” Deegan said.

“By working on JaxEPICS internally, we were able to innovate quickly and 
ensure needs were met for every department that was involved in the permitting 
process,” she added.

Through JaxEPICS, permit applications and the necessary accompanying 
documents can be uploaded from both computers and mobile devices, and all parties 

JaxEPICS_Photo1: JaxEPICS was created in-house by the City’s development team. 

involved – applicants and city staff – receive real-time notifications as the application 
moves through the process, along with any requests for additional information. 
Business owners are also able to see where their permits are in the process. 

“We believe that JaxEPICS and these process improvements will significantly 
reduce the average time it takes to get a permit approved over the next six months, 
and we’ll now be able to accurately measure that process,” she said. 

Deegan said the Mayor’s Budget Review Committee had also requested 10 new, 
full-time positions to help further reduce the review time for permit applications.  

“I know as we went through our campaigns, ‘permitting, permitting, 
permitting’ was always a constant comment we heard from people all over this 
community,” Salem said at the January 
announcement. “I’m excited about the 
process, I’m excited about the timelines, 
and we will work with the mayor on 
those budget requests to try to get this 

moving in the right direction.”
On Jan. 23, legislation was 

introduced to the city council 
requesting the appropriation of 
$512,866 from the Building Inspection 
159 Fund Balance and General Fund to 
“various accounts within the Building 
Inspection Fund” to fund those 
positions. 

According to the COJ, the city 
has received 2,261 building permit 
submissions between Dec. 18 through 
Jan. 24, during which time it has also 
completed 1,283 building permit 

final reviews. COJ added that it is still 
working through permits submitted 
originally through the old system, 
while concurrently “reviewing and 
issuing” permits submitted through 
JaxEPICS. 

EPIC News for Jacksonville’s 
Permitting Process

Overhauling the permitting process has been a priority  

of my administration since day one. We’re innovating  

with JaxEPICS to significantly reduce permit approval  

times and improve efficiency for our community.

– Mayor Donna Deegan 

19ESTABLISHING A LOYAL, LOCAL CUSTOMER BASE STARTS WITH GETTING YOUR BUSINESS IN FRONT OF THE FIERCEST LOYAL, LOCAL READERS – THOSE OF THE RESIDENT NEWS. 

20% OFF20% OFF
your next dry cleaning order of 

$25.00 minimum or more!

Alterations, Window Treatments, 
Shoe Repair, Luggage & Handbags, 

Rug Cleaning, Wash & Fold (8lb. Minimum), 
Wedding Gown Preservation

Ask about our FREE pick-up 
& delivery service!

WE APPRECIATE 
YOUR BUSINESS!

Coupon must be presented with incoming order. Offer Expires February 
29, 2024; Not valid for employees; Not applicable to household items.

2255 Oak St. | 387-0415
MON–FRI 8am–6pm | SAT 10am–2pm

We look good when you look good!

Love the way
you look,

because we
look good
when you
look good!

INSTALL OUR MOBILE APP 
Sign up today for FREE pickup & delivery!

We LoveLove 
Our Customers!

OCEANA.RESTAURANT    904.398.3005x2

Tuesday–Saturday
4–6 pm

NOW SERVING

HAPPY HOUR

ocn2314-resident-happy-hour-ad-v1.indd   1ocn2314-resident-happy-hour-ad-v1.indd   1 10/27/23   12:13 AM10/27/23   12:13 AM
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Ten Northeast Florida artists recently 
received grants of $5,000 each as 
part of The Community Foundation 
for Northeast Florida’s Art Ventures 
initiative, now in its 34th year. The 
awards provide a springboard for the 
artists to advance their artistic practices, 
pursue new projects and bring their work 
to new audiences. 

“I hope this year’s Art Ventures artists 
feel tremendous pride in their selection 
for these awards, which are a testament 
to the talent and ambition of our local 
arts community,” said Amy Crane, senior 
director of grantmaking at The Community 
Foundation for Northeast Florida. 

The opportunity attracted more 

than 65 applicants, a record-breaking 
number, and the awardees were selected 
for their artistic merit and determination 
to move to the next level of professional 
development, with additional 
consideration for how the artist is 
influenced by and impacts Northeast 
Florida. During this grant cycle, The 
Community Foundation increased the 
individual artist award amount from 
$3,500 to $5,000 and extended the award 
timeline from 12 to 18 months.

This year’s selected grantees were 
drawn from the categories of Film, 
Creative Writing, Music, and the Visual 
Arts. The winners and their proposed 
projects include:

• Raquel Benjamin, Visual Artist – 
To support her fashion collection, 
“Protest Pinstripe.”

• Julian Bryson, Music Composer/
Conductor –To perform, record, 

and produce his first professional 
recordings of original work, 
including a collaboration with 
Voices of Jacksonville, the adult 
professional ensemble affiliated with 
the Jacksonville Children’s Chorus. 

• Emily Cargill, Choreographer – To 
support the creation of a work titled 
“The Grief Project,” which will be 
performed at the Women’s Arts 
Exchange in April of 2024.

• Andrew Fallon, Filmmaker – To 
produce his first independent short 
film, “Cobalt,” which explores the 
perspective of a Middle Eastern teen 
growing up in the American South 
in the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001, 
terrorist attacks.

• Barbara Hionides, Visual Artist – To 
support the creation of a community-
driven installation project in Historic 
Springfield titled “Main Street 
Series.”

• Andrew Kozlowski, Visual Artist – 
To expand his studio’s production 
capacity and create opportunities for 
it to be a resource for other creatives 
in Jacksonville.

• Jessica Q. Stark, Writer – To fund 
a book tour for her most recent 
publication, “Buffalo Girl,” which 
includes poetry, original collaged 
photography, and prose influenced 
by folklore and her mother’s 
immigration to the United States 
from Vietnam in 1975.

• Glenn Van Dyke, Musician and 
Audio Engineer – To market local 
ensemble Kairos Creature Club’s 
debut self-titled album through an 
international promotion campaign.

• Marcus Jamal Williams, Visual 
Artist – To support a community 
engagement project involving video 
interviews with pillars in the African 
American community, evolving 
into a portrait series answering the 
question, ‘What makes you great?’

• Ithiell Yisrael, Filmmaker – To 
create a mini-documentary as a 
proof of concept for a larger project 
highlighting the underground hip-
hop scene in Jacksonville.
Art Ventures began in 1990 as 

a commitment to invest in local 
individual artists as well as small arts 
organizations. To date, it has made more 
than 240 grants to individual artists and 
150 grants to small arts organizations, 
totaling more than $1.4 million.

10 Artists Receive Art Ventures Grants

I hope this year’s Art 
Ventures artists feel 
tremendous pride in 
their selection for these 
awards, which are a 
testament to the talent 
and ambition of our local 
arts community. 
– Amy Crane
 Senior Director of Grantmaking at The  
 Community Foundation for Northeast Florida 

The Community Foundation for Northeast Florida’s Art Ventures winners. Top row: Ithiell Yisrael, Jessica Q. Stark, Andrew Fallon, Emily Cargill and Raquel Benjamin; Bottom row: Glenn Van Dyke (Kairos Creature Club), Julian Bryson, Marcus Jamal Williams, Barbara Hionides  
and Andrew Kozlowski    

J. Parker DuPree, MDJ. Parker DuPree, MD
Medical/Surgical RetinaMedical/Surgical Retina

Russell Pecoraro, MDRussell Pecoraro, MD
Medical RetinaMedical Retina

There are now variousThere are now various  
treatment options for bothtreatment options for both  

“wet” and GA that can reduce the“wet” and GA that can reduce the
risk of significant vision lossrisk of significant vision loss  

and preserve your sightand preserve your sight  
for many years.for many years.

904.272.2020904.272.2020
clayeye.comclayeye.com

If you’re experiencingIf you’re experiencing  
vision changes, give us a call:vision changes, give us a call:

Riverside | Mandarin | Fleming Island
Orange Park | Middleburg



MLK Day of 
Service Benefits 
Blue Cypress Park 
The Timucuan Parks Foundation (TPF), along with more than 40 volunteers, came 
together on Jan. 15 for the Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service Event at Blue 
Cypress Park in Arlington. The group, who ranged in age from 8 to 80, spent the 
morning cleaning up litter from under the boardwalk and along the shoreline of 
the St. Johns River.

Volunteers included TPF’s Trail Team, members of TPF’s new Young 
Professionals Group, a group of students from Sandalwood High School, 
volunteers from MW Builders and others, who collected 62 bags of trash and 
wood that had washed ashore.

The cleanup event was held in partnership with JaxParks. For more information 
on future clean-ups, visit timucuanparks.org/volunteer.

21BY STAYING HYPER-LOCAL, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS LIKE THE RESIDENT NEWS GIVE BIG EXPOSURE TO SMALLER COMMUNITY EVENTS THAT DON’T HAVE THOSE BIG-EVENT BUDGETS. 

Riverplace Tower, 1301 Riverplace Blvd. #2552
(904) 346-0642  |  harbyjewelers.com

JACKSONVILLE’S DIAMOND SOURCE
FOR FOUR GENERATIONS

904.683.5230 | 1046 Riverside Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32204
TraditionsJax.com  |   @TraditionsRealtyJax.com

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

TRADITIONS
R E A L T Y LLC

FIND YOUR PERFECT PROPERTY OR HOME
BUY / SELL / RENT / PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

FEATURED LISTINGFEATURED LISTING
4140 LEXINGTON AVE $559,000  
3 BR / 2 BA / 1,749 SF
Beautiful home in Avondale. OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY JANUARY 
27th 1-3PM. Three bedrooms, two full baths, gourmet kitchen, 
hardwood floors, family room and sunroom. Corner lot lot and 
walking distance to the river, parks and Shoppes of Avondale. 
Don’t miss an opportunity to see this spacious and inviting home. 
Storage building and lots of space to add garage or additional 
living space.. Covered carport and off street parking. Move in 
ready with tons of potential. You won’t be disappointed.

5319 SUNDERLAND RD - $299,000
4 BR / 2 BA / 1,560 sqft.

11685 SHELLFISH DR - $278,000
3 BR / 2 BA / 1,168 sqft.

2330 PARK STREET, B- $1,850/mo.
3 BR / 2 BA  / 1,600 sqft. 

3874 HERSCHEL ST - $1,450/mo.
2 BR / 1 BA  / 900 sqft.

Phone Numbers 
Now Need Full 
A-TEN-tion
Mandatory 10-digit dialing hits 
Jacksonville
BY MICHELE LEIVAS

The Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) announced mandatory 10-digit 
dialing went into effect on Monday, Jan. 29 for all phone calls in the 904 area code. 

This is in preparation for the launch of the region’s new 324 area code, which 
will occur on Feb. 26. 

In July 2022, The Resident News reported on the implementation of the new 
area code overlay, which will go into effect once all 904 telephone numbers have 
been assigned. 

“Since August, permissive 10-digit dialing has been allowed,” said PSC Chairman 
Mike La Rosa in a PSC press release. “My hope is that residents and businesses 
have had plenty of time to reprogram contacts and equipment. With the February 
launch of the new 324 area code quickly approaching, mandatory 10-digit dialing 
is necessary for two area codes to service popular Northeast Florida.”

A text message regarding the 10-digit dialing was sent out through JaxReady’s 
AlertJax Emergency Notification System on Jan. 29. 

“Today begins mandatory 10-digit dialing for all local calls,” the message read. 
“You must now dial the area code + the telephone number to complete calls within 
Duval County. This will not affect calls made to 911.”

After Feb. 26, customers seeking new or additional telephone lines or, “in some 
cases, moving their service, may be assigned a phone number with the new 324 
area code,” the release added. 

All or most of Duval, St. Johns, Nassau, Baker, Bradford, Clay and Union counties 
are covered by the 904 area code. 

The press release noted that entering the new area code is not required when 
dialing 911 or other three-digit numbers like “211, 311, 411, 522, 611, 711, or 811 if they 
are currently available in their community.”

Residents will have to update existing contacts in their cell phones to include 
the area codes to ensure the mandatory 10-digit dialing for outgoing calls.  
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Empowered  
and Engaged
Gala celebrates Emerging Leaders grads
BY MICHELE LEIVAS

Class VII of the Hightower Emerging Leaders Fellowship celebrated its 
graduation at the annual black-tie holiday party at the River Club of Jacksonville 
on Jan. 6. 

Seventeen individuals were selected for the 2023 class from more than 
70 applications – with an equal representation from both the corporate and 
nonprofit sectors “because a great city has to have that balance,” explained 
fellowship co-founder and namesake, Mike Hightower. 

“For those of you all who got here, congratulations, because you’re the  
best of the best,” he said.

In addition to celebrating these individuals, the evening recognized the 
passing of the torch from Immediate Past Chair Lauren Braddock to the 2024 
Chair Belkis Plata. 

“She’s going to represent you all so well and she’s so genuinely humbled 
and proud to be the chair this year,” Braddock said, introducing Plata. “The 
fellowship is going to be in such good hands with her at its helm, and I have  
been a better leader with her as my partner.”

“As we look forward ahead, our focus remains on harnessing our collective 
talents to better our community,” Plata said. “This program is not just about 
individual success; it’s about creating a lasting impact on Jacksonville and 
beyond. I’m deeply thankful for this opportunity to lead and learn among  
such inspiring individuals.”

The Hightower Emerging Leaders Fellowship was created in 2017 and  
is a program of the JAX Chamber. 

Whitney Meyer with Sarah Small and Amber Wilson

Robin and Laura Braddock

Daniel and Janine Burkhardt

James Shepard with Belkis Plata

Yanira “Ya Ya” Cordova with Nicole Hamm and Megan Bush Del Pizzo

904.389.6659
www.RayWare.com

Monday–Friday 8 am–5 pm

4048 Herschel Street  
Jacksonville, FL 32205

AVA I L A B L E  T H R O U G H

Purveyor of fine hardware,  
plumbing and lighting  

fixtures for over 80 years

Thomas Lee IV with Chris Warren, Mike Hightower and Andrew Kisz Niko Negron with Andrea Williams, Belkis Plata, Megan Hayward and Shannon SchottCameron Frazier with Alexis Jackson
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©2023 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol 
are registered service marks of Columbia Insurance Company, a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate. Equal Housing Opportunity. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your home is currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation

NOW HIRING NEW & EXPERIENCED AGENTS
JOSH COHEN 
Managing Broker

904-422-2031   
josh.cohen@floridanetworkrealty.com

•  Aligning with one of the most powerful names in business can make all the difference  
when presenting a $300,000 or $3,000,000 property to the world.

•  We’ve elevated real estate from transactional to trust—and buyers and sellers are getting the message.
•  Everything you need when you need it – coaching, collaboration, easy to use  

marketing platforms, CRM, mobile app, and more!
• Exceptional support with the most powerful name in real estate. Let’s connect today!

2845 POST ST • $555,000
4 Bed / 2 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 2,250 Sq Ft

2918 FORBES ST • $449,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,274 Sq Ft

4390 HERSCHEL ST 5 • $182,500
2 Bed / 1 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 1,083 Sq Ft

4243 LAKESIDE DR • $570,000
3 Bed / 2 Full Bath / 1 Half Bath / 1,666 Sq Ft

3348 COLLEGE ST  • $395,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,573 Sq Ft

5375 ORTEGA FARMS BLVD 1014 • $249,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,276 Sq Ft

4233 PALMER AVE • $334,000
3 Bed / 1 Bath / 1,250 Sq Ft

4358 TIMUQUANA RD 143 • $165,000
2 Bed / 1 Bath / 809 Sq Ft

2970 ST JOHNS AVE 6D • $500,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,696 Sq Ft

3947 BOONE PARK AVE • $380,000
2 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,128 Sq Ft

3242 ERNEST ST • $285,000
3 Bed / 1 Bath / 1,236 Sq Ft

4212 DEMEDICI AVE • $358,000
3 Bed / 2 Bath / 1,343 Sq Ft

CLOSED

PENDING

“A Home is one of the most important assets that most people will ever buy. Homes are 
also where memories are made and you want to work with someone you can TRUST.”
  - Warren Buffet, Chairman and CEO, Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY  
HOMESERVICES ON Trust

www.Avondale-OrtegaHomes.com | 904-388-5005

Billie Bernhardt
REALTOR®

904-710-1550

CeCe Cummings
REALTOR®

904-434-9777

Lee Sheftall Elmore
REALTOR®

904-699-4503

Liz Bobeck
REALTOR®

904-210-6399

Beverley Brooke
REALTOR®

904-910-2782

Heather Creel 
REALTOR®

904-631-4800

Shannon Gullion 
REALTOR®

904-686-4312

Clay Hall 
REALTOR®

904-729-5363

Heather Cosgrove
REALTOR®

904-903-8993

Genni Jett
REALTOR®

904-802-0820

The O’Steen Group 
REALTOR®

904-465-1706

Lisa Ly Nguyen
REALTOR®

904-755-1911

JulioCesar Mendez
REALTOR®

904-304-5458

Camilo Ramirez
REALTOR®

954-805-0428

Linda Maxwell & Sarah 
Leuthold, REALTORS®

904-534-7253 / 233-5533

Elizabeth Loftin
REALTOR®

904-477-0219

Linda Ohlrich 
REALTOR®

904-449-9257

Margee Michaelis
REALTOR®

904-614-6949

Melissa Keyes & Bronwen 
Krause, REALTORS®

904-616-6425 / 616-6523

Jane Owen
REALTOR®

904-502-1406

Kimberly Waterhouse
REALTOR®

904-742-8889

Paula Sheldrick 
REALTOR®

720-475-0416

Kathy Suber
REALTOR®

904-509-0587

Anita Vining
REALTOR®

904-923-1511

Jane Slater
REALTOR®

904-333-3883

Susan Tuohy
REALTOR®

904-707-6548 

Zackery Williams
REALTOR®

904-962-5479

Joy Walker
REALTOR®

904-699-4417

Caroline Powell & Allison 
Steilberg, REALTORS® 

904-463-1898 / 252-5181

Tracy Thompson
REALTOR®

904-445-8170

The Tindol Williams 
Group REALTORS®

904-303-8564 / 304-9499
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Wozniak 
Warms Up 
the Forum
The Women’s Board of Wolfson 
Children’s Hospital hosted Steve 
Wozniak at the Jacksonville Center for 
the Performing Arts on Jan. 17 as part 
of its Florida Forum speaker series. 
A Silicon Valley icon, technology 
entrepreneur and philanthropist for 
more than 40 years, Wozniak helped 
shape the computing industry with 
his design of Apple’s first line of 
products and co-founding of Apple 
Computer Inc. He was inducted into 
the Inventors Hall of Fame in 2000. 

Wozniak is the second in the 
Florida Forum lineup. Funds raised 
from the evening will go toward a 
new Kids Kare Mobile ICU, a neonatal 
and pediatric critical care transport 
vehicle for Wolfson Children’s.

The final speaker in the Florida 
Forum series will be retired Adm. 
James Stavridis on Monday, Feb. 26 at 
7 p.m. at the Jacksonville Center for 
the Performing Arts.

Janet Wozniak 
with Jennifer 
and Chris Spires 
and Suzanne 
Hinckley

Percy and Susan Rosenbloom with Jim Agee, Renee Parenteau, Marie Foster Gnage and David Gnage,  
Howard and Terry Wanamaker

Skip and Peggy Allcorn Dr. H. Warner Webb  
and Sherrie Calvert Webb

Peggy Harrell Jennings with David Wingard, Kate Hallock 
and Ann Mackey

Past Board Presidents Agnes 
Danciger, Percy Rosenbloom  
and Pattie Houlihan

Patrick Emmet and 
Liza Barnett Emmet

Jenny Kashman 
with Sally Suslak 
and Joni Berg

Scott and Jenny Kashman with Walter and Sally Suslak, Joni Berg

Michael Grove  
with Clancy Houston 
and JoJo Grove

Elli Zimmerman  
with Gracie Register

Rick and Sammie Graham with Dr. Mark and Ellen Gould, 
Andrew Wooten and Grace Wooten

David and Susanna Barton with Lindsey and Ryan Riggs

Jennifer and Chris Spires with Janet Wozniak, Leslie and Will Montoya

Nathan and Kat Miller with Meg and Tom Davis

Our ability to market and sell
every home with unrivaled
expertise ensures that you enjoy
an experience that is seamless, 
efficient and memorable.

We simply do more.

Discover our world »
ONESOTHEBYSREALTY.COM  

904.731.9770
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Celebrating 100 Years
of Olmstead Brothers in Jacksonville

M E M O R I AL PAR K G AL A—

Memorial Park Association celebrated 
the kickoff of Memorial Park’s 
Centennial Anniversary with a gala at 
Timuquana Country Club on Saturday, 
Jan. 20. The evening of celebration, 
live music, dinner and drinks reflected 

on the history of Memorial Park and 
raised money to preserve and protect 
the park for generations. 

The Olmstead Brothers-designed 
Memorial Park was officially dedicated 
on Christmas Day in 1924 in honor of 

the more than 1,220 Floridians who 
died in the first World War. The park 
is home to Florida’s World War One 
Memorial, the iconic Spiritualized Life 
sculpture and 100 years of Jacksonville 
residents’ memories. 

Peggy Harrell Jennings with David Wingard, Kate Hallock 
and Ann Mackey

Tracy Arthur with Lana Shuttleworth Wood and Dr. Wayne Wood Mike and Debbie Crumpler

Jeanne Winston 
with Agnes Danciger

Scott and Jenny Kashman with Walter and Sally Suslak, Joni Berg Brooke and Charlie Holt with Marian Poitevent, Randy and Alison DeFoor Iris Eisenberg with Steve Beiser, Joyce Devillez, Barbara Drake and Dottie Nutant Mary Jarrett with Trisha Meili, Jim Schwarz and Agnes Danciger

Holland Gibbs with Kristi Emmet and Catherine Friedline
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and wherever you want to be.
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© 2024 ONE Sotheby’s International Realty. All rights reserved. Sotheby’s Inter-
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EXPERIENCE 
GETS RESU  LTS.

(904) 358.8881  |  WWW.PAJCIC.COM  |  ONE INDEPENDENT DRIVE, SUITE 1900  |  JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202 

Martindale-Hubbell's list of 
Top Ranked Law Firms[          ] 

The Law Firm of Pajcic & Pajcic was established in 1974 and has handled more than 12,000 
personal injury and wrongful death cases, recovering more than $1.5 billion for our clients. 
From the beginning, outstanding service was the signature of our firm and remains so today.

Our 17 attorneys have amassed more than  

550 years of combined legal experience  

and zealously represent clients in their  

time of need. Some of the firm’s practice  

                 areas include car, motorcycle, and truck       

                 crashes, medical malpractice, as well as  

                  litigation concerning dangerous consumer   

                   products and u nsafe motor vehicles. 

P&P 10x16 Feb_Pajcic Res Ad_2024.qxp_Layout 1  1/25/24  3:05 PM  Page 1
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LOCAL FOLKS
BY JENNIFER JENSEN

Bryan Arnold’s family tree 
has wide roots in Jacksonville, 
specifically the Ortega area. He is 
a Jacksonville native, and his father 
practiced law in the city for 54 years. 

“All my dad’s family grew up here,” 
he said. “If you run across any Arnold, I’m 
probably related to them.” 

A self-proclaimed “simple guy,” Arnold has a 
career that is anything but simple. For the past 12 
years he’s owned a business in computer repair. He 
has always had a passion for computers and found 
them incredibly interesting. In 1984, at age 14, he got 
his first computer. 

“The computer, back then, was just the size of a 13-inch television with a 
monochrome screen,” he said. “It was a basic model.”

Since then, he’s “pretty much owned every type of computer.” He can take them 
apart, put them back together, load them and figure out what’s causing any issues. 
While he doesn’t do programming, he has considered learning it. 

“I do have time now to do that stuff,” Arnold said. “But then I wonder if I really 
want to. I mean what am I going to program? Sometimes, once you get old enough 
to do the things you previously wanted to do, you realize you don’t really feel like 
it anymore.”

Before landing on computer repair officially, Arnold had different odd jobs over 
the years. He delivered subpoenas, worked for a private investigator and waited 
tables at a retirement home. Having spent most of his life in the Jacksonville area, 
Arnold left for a short stint to central Illinois. He lived in a small town of less than 
500 people, working for TruGreen and traveling throughout central Illinois doing 
lawn care maintenance. 

“I had fun on the job, but it was a dirty job and wasn’t as good as computers,” 
he said. “Computers always pays more.” He liked it there, but eventually returned 
home to the Ortega area. 

Arnold was working for a struggling computer repair business when he chose 
to strike out on his own. Many of his clientele chose to follow. Now that he works 
for himself, he said he could never go back and work for anybody else. In his 
experience, working for oneself has far more ups than downs. 

“To have somebody telling you how hard you have to work to make them 
money…No thanks,” he said. “You don’t have anybody breathing down your neck 
telling you when to work or trying to tell you that you need to work on weekends or 
take on a job during your personal time.” 

When he isn’t working on computers, he relaxes at home with his 14-year-old 
Belgian Shepherd named Jet, watching television shows like “Yellowstone,” “Joe 
Pickett” or a good sci-fi. He also enjoys playing video games on his PlayStation5. 

“I grew up in the arcade area, in the ‘80s and early ‘90s,” he said. 
Arnold also enjoys hanging out with friends, including hitting Mexican 

restaurants with his best friend from his University Christian days. 
“I was a bad influence on him back then,” Arnold joked. “Not so much anymore, 

though.”
In the future, Arnold hopes to do more traveling around the United States, and 

to places like Japan, Ireland and Australia. Until then, he enjoys being surrounded 
by beaches and fishing that the waters of Jacksonville afford.

“There’s a lot to do here in Jacksonville that people don’t realize,” he said. 
“You’ve got the beach, the river. You can go hiking. And the national forests aren’t 
too far from here.”

But it’s the people that truly make Jacksonville his home. 
“People are just friendly here,” Arnold said. “They’ll wave at you and say ‘hello.’” 

BryanArnold

Come and see what  
we have in store!

Consignment & Brand-New Finds | Estate Jewelry | Sterling Silver Selections
Auction Treasures | Vintage Framed Posters | Fresh Arrivals Daily from Trusted Vendors

High-end designers including Chanel, Prada, David Yurman and more!

Store: 904-240-1981 |  Cell: 404-234-2604 
Email: lilyschicortegavillage@gmail.com

Valentine Finds and more !

Hours Thur-Sat 10-6
2922 Corinthian Ave

Lilyschic .com li lyschicor tegavil lage

Pop Up Market March 2nd

To have somebody telling you how hard you have  
to work to make them money… No thanks.

– Bryan Arnold 
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Optiwatt lets you

GET IT ONGET IT ON

Optiwatt has active 
rebates in your area.
Eligible EV drivers can earn 
up to $84 per car.

optiwatt.com/resident

   Jacksonville EV Drivers

Discover what more than 
70,000 EV Drivers know.
Optiwatt was designed by EV Drivers  
to make saving money easier through 
off-peak charging. 

Today, Optiwatt is the largest managed 
charging partner of utility companies  
in North America, making charging  
more affordable for EV drivers and  
everyone on the grid.

Free Forever. No Gimmicks. 
Join Optiwatt today! 

charge 
cheaper  
& earn EV 
rebates.
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Salvation Army 
Women’s Auxiliary 
preps for Celebrity 
Chefs Luncheon
The Salvation Army Women’s 
Auxiliary gathered its members 
for a preview of its signature 
fundraiser, Celebrity Chefs – 
Tasting Luncheon and Silent 
Auction, which will celebrate its 
38th year April 2024. The group 
of philanthropists met at Epping 
Forest Yacht and Country Club 
for their January meeting over 
breakfast as they enjoyed good 
company, faith-filled dialogue 
and camaraderie.

The ladies invited special guest 
and celebrity chef Matthew Roop 
to speak about his leadership role 
as the Northeast Florida Multi-
Area Director for the Fellowship 
of Christian Athletes (FCA). Roop 
took time to share the mission 
of supporting coaches, athletes, 
schools and congregations 
with the spiritual equipment to 
grow programs full of leaders 
and mentors on their path to 
achievement. The luncheon was 
hosted by Marilyn Carpenter, 
who graciously welcomed each 
guest upon arrival as the event 
kicked off Monday, Jan. 22.

For more information about 
the event, or to learn more about 
sponsorships and how to help 
celebrate 38 years of caring for 
others, contact darlene.uhler-
batiste@uss.salvationarmy.org, 
or call (904) 301-4841.

Mary Love McArthur with Mary Love Strum, Marilyn Carpenter and Major 
Candice Biggers

Major Keath Biggers with Sheila Jackson and Major 
Candice Biggers

Diane Bailey and Debra Register

Event Co-Chair Susie O’Quinn and Nee Cee Lee with guest speaker and 
celebrity chef, Matthew Roop and Event Co-Chair Rita Cannon

Tim and Stephanie Cost Make 
Transformational Gift to 
Launch Cost Honors College 
Jacksonville University (JU) announced the formation of the Cost Honors College 
with plans to formally launch in 2025. The naming of the Cost Honors College, 
endorsed by JU’s 26-member board of trustees, recognizes President Tim Cost and 
First Lady Stephanie Cost for their philanthropic support of the university, which 
now totals $10 million. The Costs’ catalytic gift enables JU to elevate its honors 
program and transition to become an honors college. The Cost Honors College will 
focus on three pillars: academic excellence, residential life and global citizenry. 

“Tim and I believe in the impact that a high-quality, challenging education can 
have on a student’s life and their trajectory,” said Stephanie Cost. “Our lives bear 
witness to the critical importance of education as students ourselves, as parents of 
two children who graduated 
from excellent universities, 
and now having observed 
and influenced the life paths 
of thousands of students 
over the past decade. We’re 
gratified to make this 
investment in the Honors 
College that will benefit 
today’s students and future 
generations.”  

 JU’s Honors Program 
has been offered for more 
than three decades. Today, 
there are 220 students in 
the program. All students 
already enrolled in the Honors Program will become members of the Cost Honors 
College with the first cohort graduating Spring 2026. 

  “This is the next important step toward again upgrading what we do here,” said 
Tim Cost. “Our goal has always been to build a much better university, serve the 
broader Jacksonville community, unlock potential, and graduate more ambitious, 
competitive and well-rounded citizens.” 

 The University has already established The Honors College Executive Council, 
comprising 22 well-respected business leaders, entrepreneurs, innovators, alumni, 
trustees and staff who will serve as thought leaders and advisors through JU’s 
transition from the Honors Program to the Cost Honors College. 

Lisa Sutherland has been tapped to lead the Cost Honors College as executive 
director. 

For more information and a full list of Executive Council members, visit 
residentnews.net.

Jacksonville University President Tim Cost with Cost Honors College Executive 
Director Lisa Sutherland and First Lady Stephanie Cost
 

904-680-7344  |  solunayogaspa.com  |  2105 Park Street Suite 1, Jacksonville FL, 32204

P R E S S  P A U S E 

Gift Certificates  
Available online  
or in store

LOVE is in the air.  
Book a Spa day or Yoga Class for  
yourself or with that special someone. 

904.398.7668
www.DanHarrisPhoto.Art 
1124 Riviera Street, Jacksonville, FL 32207

Photo RestorationPhoto Restoration
Revitalize colors, repair torn or missing 
pieces, produce duplicates better than 
originals, originals never leave our site, 
restoration framing and conservation,  
new prints last longer than originals  
(tested to resist fading for 300 years) BEFORE

AFTER

Ketamine Infusion Therapy:  
Find Fast Relief from  
Treatment-Resistant  
Depression
With an astonishing 72-80% response  
rate, ketamine infusion therapy has  
almost double the response rate of  
conventional medications treating TRD 
(Treatment-resistant Depression.)  

Schedule a consultation today!

To book an appointment  
go to www.thepractice.coCall today (904) 977-0002

For more information on 
Ketamine Infusion Therapy: 

theketamine.clinic
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Tina Turner’s famous song asks, “What’s love got to do with it?” 
According to Robert Lester Folsom, Darren Ronan and Laura Evans, 

love has everything to do with that passionate compulsion to create. 
Ronan met Evans when he was hired to record Evans’ punk band, 

then they kept “running into each other around town.” That first 
creative interaction established a relationship based on mutual 
interests in music, literature and visual arts. The couple married in 
the Little Chapel of the West in Las Vegas in 1995 and have shared 
their passion for the arts ever since. 

Evans is now a well-known and established photographer, and 
Ronan is a musician who has been playing drums or guitar in various bands since he 
was 16 years old, in addition to establishing the Ronan School of Music. 

Ronan said, “I love the freedom in teaching and playing music. It allows for 
creativity, fun and self-expression.”  

Ronan’s cheerful disposition encourages a love of their craft in his students, and 
they perform at numerous events all over town. Ronan plays solo gigs with various 
bands, including SwingBone and the Robert Lester Folsom Band.

Singer/songwriter Robert Lester Folsom grew up listening to music that his parents 
played on the radio and loved the “amazing singing” in a little country church in Adel, 
Georgia, where he grew up. He took piano lessons as a child but switched to guitar 
after seeing The Beatles on the Ed Sullivan Show. He played, wrote music and lyrics, 
and ran off to Nashville before he finished high school. But he returned, finished 

school, formed a band called 
Abacus in 1978 and recorded the 
“Music and Dreams” album. After 

moving to Jacksonville, he played 
in a Christian rock band called 
Revolution Friday and recorded a 

CD. But nothing was going well 
for him artistically until he got 
an unexpected call. 

“A fellow in L.A. wanted to 
release my album “Music and 
Dreams” on CD. Then a guy from 

New York wanted it on vinyl,” 
said Folsom.

In 2020, Folsom played a 
show in New York City and 

things progressed rapidly. 
His music was being used 
in movies, TV shows and commercials. 

“Suddenly, my music from way back was getting attention,” 
he said.

With Ronan on drums, the band played the Bowery Ballroom 
in New York City in October 2023, and the audience was singing 
along.

“It was a surreal 
experience. I felt 
like my desire to 
be recognized as 

an artist had finally been achieved - 
even if it took over 40 years! My wife, 
Sheila, was there and my daughters,” 
said Folsom.

Evans, who, in addition to her own professional 
work, does posters, CD covers and promotions 
for her husband’s shows, photographed the 
celebratory event. 

“I also love that I can inspire others to be 
creative,” said Folsom. 

 That’s what love has to do with it!

BY PEGGY HARRELL JENNINGSE

The
Beat
Goes

On: 

Hot Mess Mondays,  
5-9 p.m.  

Open Studios at 
Bold City Creatives. 

boldcitycreatives.com

Art City Jax Bridge Muralists 
exhibition featuring  

Hanna Hadzic, Ramses Allen, Keith 
Dole and Adrian Rhodes  

now through Feb. 15 at the FSCJ 
South Campus Bridge.

Leilani Leo’s 
“Artwork in Oils” 

on display at 
Reddi-Arts  

through February. 

Through February, the  
Doug Johnson Solo Exhibit 
will be at Hendricks Avenue 
Baptist Church. Reception 
Feb. 8 from 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Jax Contra Dance 
is back the fourth 
Saturday of every 
month at Trinity 

Lutheran Church. 
Jaxcontra.org.

Blue Label Music and Dreams Sheila and Robert Lester Folsom 

Darren Ronan playing with Swingbone Robert Lester Folsom at Riverside  
Arts Market

Robert Lester Folsom Darren Ronan

Laura Evans and Marit Evans with Darren Ronan



Local Collector’s Works 
on Display at MOCA
MOCA Jacksonville opened A Walk on the Wild Side: ‘70s New York in the Norman 
E. Fisher Collection at MOCA Jacksonville on Jan. 18. The exhibition explores the 
dynamic culture of New York in the 1970s that spurred a decade of collaboration 
and innovation between artists working in a variety of genres. It features a special 
collection within the museum’s permanent collection paired with loans from 
around the country, including artists like Joseph Kosuth, Gordon Matta-Clark, 
Robert Mapplethorpe, Richard Nonas, Yoko Ono and Andy Warhol, as well as 
writers, dancers, musicians and singers including William Burroughs, David 
Bowie, Lou Reed, Philip Glass and Robert Wilson.

Comprised of nearly 700 objects in a variety of media, the Norman E. Fisher 
Collection is one of MOCA Jacksonville’s most significant holdings. It was donated 
to the museum in 1979 by the family of Jacksonville native Norman Fisher, who 
became immersed in the New York cultural scene in the 1970s, befriending many 
of the luminaries of the time. 

“It has been incredibly exciting to work with the Norman E. Fisher Collection 
in preparation of the exhibition,” says Senior Curator Ylva Rouse. “The artworks, 
printed media and documentation that Norman Fisher amassed give us a rare 
insight into this boundary breaking period in American Art, that in many ways 
prefigured the ways in which artists present their work today.” 

The exhibition will be on display at MOCA Jacksonville through June 30, 2024.

“Dignity and Pride” Comes to 
The Ritz Theatre
“Dignity and Pride,” a new exhibition by Marcus 
Williams, opened at The Ritz Theatre and Museum 
on Jan. 21. The exhibit seeks to challenge prevailing 
narratives and foster a deeper understanding of 
the impacts of colonialism by shedding light on its 
obscured stories. While the dominant discourse 
has often highlighted the achievements of colonial 
powers, “Dignity and Pride” takes a step towards 
acknowledging the voices that were discouraged, 
marginalized and silenced during this period.

The exhibit highlights hand-based communication 
within the Black community, its use as a means of 
survival, and its related cultural significance between Black people across various 
geographic and social landscapes. By highlighting the intricacies in the language of 
our hands, from greetings to rhythms, accessorizing to prayer, Williams celebrates 
the spirit of dignity and pride within the Black community.

“This is for the culture, for the art lovers, for the community,” said Imani Thorne.
The exhibit will run through March 3.

The Cummer Honors MLK 
with Free Admission

Brenda Councill works on the Harriet Beecher Stowe statue at the historic Mandarin Store and Post Office.

Families celebrated Martin Luther King Jr. Day with free admission to The Cummer Museum of Art and Gardens on Jan. 15. Andrea 
Barnwell Brownlee, the George W. and Kathleen I. Gibbs Director and CEO, said while the museum is typically closed on Mondays, it 
opened specifically for locals to “gather together and reflect on the extraordinary contributions of Dr. King and Coretta Scott King to 
the betterment of humanity.” 

An installation from A Walk on the Wild Side.
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Historic Statue Nearing 
Completion
Renowned local artist Brenda Councill recently completed work on a life-sized 
sculpture of Harriet Beecher Stowe, which will be installed at Walter Jones 
Historical Park on Mandarin Road later this year. With the sculpting completed, 
the statue of Stowe and two young children is currently at the foundry and will 
return after bronzing. A model of the sculpture can be seen at the Walter Jones 
Historical Museum.

Councill, who grew up in Mandarin, is dedicated to promoting the legacy of 
Stowe’s contribution and promotion of education for children, regardless of race, 
and to recognizing her place in local history.  

Stowe is best known as the author of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” and lived on Mandarin 
Road during the winter from 1867 to 1884 where she operated an orange grove. 

Brentwood Public Library 
Hosts Poster Exhibition 
The Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of African American History and 
Culture comes to Jacksonville in February as The Friends of the Brentwood Public 
Library presents “A Place for All People: Introducing the National Museum of 
African American History and Culture.” 

A grand opening and reception for the commemorative poster exhibition will 
be held on Feb. 1 from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at Brentwood Public Library in celebration 
of Black History Month. The celebration will continue on Feb. 24 at 12:30 p.m. for 
the organization’s 124th Anniversary of Lift Every Voice and Sing: A Place for All 
People Symposium, and God’s Trombones at Brentwood Branch. 

“A Place for All People” highlights key artifacts that tell the rich and diverse 
story of the African American experience. From the child-size shackles of a slave 
and the clothing worn by Carolotta Walls on her first day at Little Rock Central 
High School to Chuck Berry’s Gibson guitar, “Maybellene,” and the track shoes 
worn by Olympian Carl Lewis, the exhibition presents a living history that reflects 
challenge, triumph, faith and hope.

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS LIKE THE RESIDENT NEWS COVER THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT MEETINGS, ELECTIONS, DISCUSSIONS AND CIVIC EVENTS THAT DIRECTLY IMPACT YOUR LIFE. 31

NORTH FLORIDA’S 
Largest Selection of  

Fine Furniture & Accessories

3139 Phillips Hwy North | Jacksonville
904.396.2233 | hugosinteriors.com

Open Air Canopy Queen Bed in White 
63w x 88d x 83h
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FEATHER: A Second-
Chance Champion
BY JULIE KERNS GARMENDIA

Feather is a regal, brindle-colored racing greyhound. Alone in the shelter 
at approximately one year old, she no history except a tattooed 
ear. She was assumed to have likely failed on the racetrack like 
countless other greyhounds and given away, but unlike the 
other dogs who often met worse fates, this “failed” dog 
became an inspiring story of how a second chance can 
uncover a sleeping champion. 

A Change of Fate
Samantha Valle is a professional trainer of herding dogs. 
Remembering when she first saw greyhounds running, 
she thought they were the most majestic, athletic dogs 
she had ever seen and decided she wanted to adopt one. 
So, she contacted Star City Greyhound Adoptions in 
Roanoke, Virginia.

“I emailed all the greyhound rescues and decided to 
drive the four hours to Star City. Feather came right to me, 
and I knew she was the one,” said Valle. “She was my first and 
only greyhound.”

Valle, who started training dogs at age 15, believes the key to 
success is never comparing them, but instead responding to each 
dog’s needs with patience and consistency. 

 “People have misconceptions about rescue dogs, believing that because someone 
else threw them away, there must be something wrong with them,” she said.

While Feather may not have won races, she shocked Valle one day by jumping so 
high that she accidentally hit the ceiling. Seeing her natural jumping ability, Valle 
decided to train Feather to perfect it.

“Her talents became apparent so fast. As soon as she understood what I wanted 
her to do, she jumped a height of 60 inches like it was nothing, and just kept going,” 
Valle said. “Plus, her heart sets her apart. She’s just a bundle of affection.” 

In 2017, Feather jumped the officially recorded 75.5 inches to win the Guinness 
World Record for the highest jump by a dog, surpassing the previous record – held 

by greyhound Cinderella May 
– by more than 19 inches.

“Every adopted dog cannot 
be a champion, but Feather is 
living proof that rescue dogs 
can be as loving, talented and 
remarkable as any other dog 

out there,” Valle said.

Impressive by Design
Historically, hunters prized greyhounds because of their 

speed up to 45 mph, chasing and killing game by sight. 
Kept as pets since at least the age of Egyptian Pharaohs, 

greyhounds were immortalized on tomb paintings, 
murals and artifacts. They are highly adaptable, 
devoted pets, often chosen by adopters for their calm, 
gentle, sensitive, affectionate temperaments and 
intelligence. 

Greyhounds are natural runners built for speed 
with larger than normal hearts and long, strong legs on 

a slim, lightweight, sleek-coated body. They also have 
the highest percentage of fast twitch muscles of any dog 

breed. Their unusually flexible spines stretch to maximize 
the body length of catapulting leaps from rapid-fire steps. 

When racing, they are airborne 75% of the time, gathering 
speed and covering increasing ground with each stride.
It is a misconception, however, that retired greyhounds require 

miles of running each day. Routine daily exercise is sufficient, and soft 
surfaces are easiest on their feet and bodies. When adopted, most racing greyhounds 
are unfamiliar with a home and must learn to walk on floors or stairs, as Feather did.

Tour of Champions
During the pandemic, Scott and Joan Houghton, producers of the Mutts Gone Nuts 
UNLEASHED Show, adopted Feather from Valle. They knew when public performances 
resumed that their show was the perfect way for her to continue interacting with 
people and performing when she retired from jumping.

Feather, now eight years old and 55 pounds, loves performing her comedic routine 
for people, especially children. Feather recently visited Jacksonville and the Florida 

Feather in action on her world-record jump.

Feather and Samantha Valle 

ANIMAL HOUSE
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Hey Jude
Wolfson Children’s Adds First  

Facility Support Dog
Patients at Wolfson Children’s 
Hospital are benefiting from a new 
member of the Family Support 
Services care team, but this team 
member has four legs and a tail. 
Jude, the hospital’s first facility dog 
and founding member of “Wolfie’s 
Woofpack,” works with Child 
Life Specialist Kara Williams to 
provide therapeutic interventions 
for pediatric patients and bring a 
little joy to their hospital stay. 

As a specially trained facility 
dog, Jude complements Williams’ 
efforts by reducing patient anxiety 
and motivating patients to achieve 
clinical goals. Williams said Jude 
has been “trained specifically to 
assist in service dog tasks such 
as providing a deep pressure 
comfort hold to alleviate anxiety or serving as an alternate focus during painful 
procedures.”

Jude came to Wolfson Children’s Hospital after a two-year training program 
with Canine Companions and was matched specifically with Williams, who he 
lives with full-time.

“When you’re going through the matching process, the staff tells you that 
you won’t pick the dog, the dog will pick you,” she said. 

Jude knows over 40 commands and assists children through activities 
like rolling a ball back and forth with a patient to improve motor function, 
motivating a patient to walk around the unit, or 

taking “medicine” from a syringe in his mouth during a medical play session 
to help make syringes less scary for patients. With Williams’ help, Jude also 
“writes” encouraging notes to patients he has assisted.

“These dogs play such a vital role in the healing process and make such a 
significant impact on patients. Facility dogs can turn a sometimes-scary place 
into a safe place,” said Williams. “It has been amazing to see the difference that 
he makes in patients’ lives. They truly light up when he walks into the room.”

Feather, with her adopter and trainer Samantha Valle, is still unbeaten in her 2017 Guinness World 
Record Highest Jump by a Dog honor.

Jude with Child Life Specialist Kara Williams 
Theatre stage with her other Mutts Gone Nuts canine castmates – many of whom 
were also adopted – and all-star trainers. The cast entertained and highlighted the 
adoptability of shelter dogs and the animal welfare work of K9s for Warriors and 
EPIC Outreach.

  Joan Houghton said Feather typically naps on a dressing room couch before 
performances. Then, when it is time for her to go on stage, “it’s like a switch flips 
on; she’s instantly awake and excited.” 

“We had a show outside, and it began to rain. We did not want Feather to attempt 
any jumps, so we put her into our mobile home at the venue,” Houghton said. 
“Feather is so smart and driven to be on stage, when she heard her performance 
music, she broke through a screen door and appeared onstage, right on cue!”  

The Houghtons plan for Feather to live out her life with them on their Maryland 
farm enjoying her golden years. Adoption and a second chance to live a happy 
life is their wish for every homeless animal. Locally, Jacksonville’s Animal Care 
& Protective Services and Jacksonville Humane Society stay critically full with 
hundreds of homeless dogs and cats desperate for fostering or adoption.

  As World Greyhound Day is celebrated on Feb. 1, Feather’s incredible life story 
as a failed-racing-greyhound-turned-shelter-dog who beat the odds to become 
world-famous is slated to be part of a documentary film in fall 2024.

Feb 8-11, 2024
Thurs-Sat -10-6p, Sun-10-4p 
Jacksonville Equestrian Center

HUNDREDS 
OF RVS ON DISPLAY!
Booths representing campgrounds, 
Finance and Insurance Companies, 
Supplies & Accessories

Fun for the entire family

Daily Door prizesDaily Door prizes

Motorhomes, travel trailers, folding tent 
campers, fifth wheels and toy haulers

NORTHEAST FLORIDA’S 

LARGEST 
RV SHOW!

Half Off Admission:
Seniors – Thur, February 8th only

Military / 1st Responders  
EVERY DAY of the show
Not valid with other discounts

MORE SHOW INFO AT FRVTA.org   Call: 813-741-0488 

Register to win $250 
Gift Cards (1 each day)

$10 Adults-Kids under 12 FREE! and FREE PARKING!
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GET TICKETS AT SANMARCOBEERFEST.COM

MARCH 9TH, 2024
FROM 1:00P–5:00P

BALIS PARK: 1999 SAN 
MARCO BLVD JACKSONVILLE, 
FLORIDA 32007

LIVE MUSIC
Featuring 
local bands 
and artists

CRAFT BEERS
From 25+ local 
breweries 

FOOD
Food stands & 
San Marco 
restaurants 

PRESENTED BY MOXI 
MARKETING. HOSTED BY SAN 
MARCO MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION 
AND AARDWOLF BREWING.

TICKETS ARE $60 
ONLINE (UNTIL 
MIDNIGHT 3/8) OR 
$70 AT THE EVENT.
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L       VE
As everyone begins to embrace the spirit of love this month, 
let’s celebrate by turning our affections toward the heart of our 
community. It is a great time to reflect on the many reasons we’re 
lucky to live here - not just in Jacksonville, but in one of her historic 
neighborhoods. These communities have deep roots, made possible 
by residents committed to tending them. Sometimes, like when our 
city is turned into a (hilarious) running joke on television’s “The 
Good Place,” it’s easy to lose sight of the reasons we chose to come 
here and the reasons we choose to stay. Whether this is your first 
year in a historic neighborhood or you’ve loved your community for 
decades, we’re honoring our 17 years here with the 17 things we can 
all appreciate about the unique place we call home.

1 Water, Water Everywhere
 Jacksonville is known as the River City, but that goes way beyond the St. Johns. 

Many rivers flow through the county, giving every resident a chance to enjoy 
views of the water, even on a trip to the grocery store. Water does more than 
hydrate our bodies - it soothes the soul. The city’s original planners grasped 
this, and residents of our historic neighborhoods enjoy the most exposure to 
our waterways. 

2 A Culinary Oddity 
 According to the New York Times, the camel rider (a pita stuffed with 

anything from lunch meats to tabbouleh) is Jacksonville’s most recognizable 
contribution to the American culinary landscape. Traditionally served with 
cherry limeade, Jaxsons can find these tasty lunch staples at many locations 
throughout our neighborhoods – from Pinegrove Market in Avondale, to 
Gina’s in Murray Hill, to the Sheik on the edge of San Marco. They’re delicious 
reminders of our vibrant Middle Eastern community. 

3 The Dolphin Show
 Who needs Sea World? For a taste of the life aquatic, head to the riverfront 

near downtown to view dolphins frolicking in the channel. They are most 
active during the warm months in the morning. Excellent viewing spots 
include the gardens of the Cummer Museum in Riverside and the South Bank 
Riverwalk in San Marco. 

4 Food
 In Jacksonville, the answer to “What’s for dinner?” is “Anything!” From fine 

dining to food trucks, there’s something to please every palette. Jacksonville’s 
ethnic diversity is showcased in its culinary offerings. Ethiopian? Got it. 
Caribbean? Check. Syrian? Thai? Turkish? Absolutely. But if you’re craving 
pizza, barbecue or seafood, we’ve got that covered too, with local restaurants 
to serve up whatever your heart desires. 

5 Drink
 From morning coffee to an evening cocktail or a Jaguars tailgate, your lips never 

have to taste a beverage made outside the city limits. Rise and grind at Brew in 
Five Points or Southern Grounds in San Marco. Crack open a cold Duval Light 
while you cheer the Jags at home, or mix up something special with spirits 
from Manifest. Murray Hill’s Fishweir Brewery and San Marco’s Aardwolf have 
become neighborhood gathering places for the happy hour crowd. 

6 Neighborhood Character
 Our neighborhoods don’t have strict borders, but you can almost feel the 

moment you cross from one into another. Each of our historic ‘hoods has a 
distinct flavor, from the quirky vibe of Murray Hill to the Spanish influences 
in San Marco. In some ways, Jacksonville feels like a collection of small towns, 
each with its own walkable commercial district. 

7 Trees and Parks 
 Jacksonville has the largest urban park system in the country, and many of 

those parks are in our historic districts. From the understated elegance of 
Memorial Park to the wild beauty of Tillie Fowler Park or the hidden gem that 
is Inwood Park, Jaxsons can always find a place to relax. Many of our parks 
are right on the water, giving everyone access to our most beautiful resource. 
And most of our parks are dotted with beautiful shade-giving trees, providing 
respite from the heat in the endless summer.

8 Houses of Worship
 Jacksonville has both long-standing worshiping communities as well as a 

fine collection of historically significant houses of worship. Congregation 
Ahavath Chesed, the oldest Jewish congregation in Florida, worships in a 
modern building in San Jose, while the recently rebranded Riverside Church 
at Park and King worships in a Mizner-designed sanctuary that appears on 
the National Register of Historic Places. These buildings serve as important 
gathering places for the neighborhoods in which they stand, as well as 
architectural landmarks that contribute to neighborhood character. 

17 REASONS TO OUR HISTORIC 
NEIGHBORHOODS

BY WINDY TAYLOR

50
YEARS
50
YEARS
1974–2024

A CALL TO ARMS
The first public meeting to discuss what  as then called Riverside Area 
Preservation drew 150 people on Feb. 14, 1974. Donations from attendees 
of as little as 25 cents raised the $43 that was RAP’s initial treasury.

RAP is the lead advocate for 
Riverside Avondale’s historic 
neighborhoods, vibrant local 

commercial districts, public spaces, 
and welcoming community.

RIVERSIDEAVONDALE.ORG

ANNUAL MEETING & PRESERVATION AWARDS
Thursday, February 15, 6:00pm | Riverside Church at Park & King, Free

Make a 
contribution!

1974–2024

PRESERVE. ADVOCATE. CELEBRATE.PRESERVE. ADVOCATE. CELEBRATE.

“Learn more about the meaningful and lasting 
impact of Riverside Avondale Preservation over the 

last 50 years all year long...“
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LO C A L  LOV E  L E T T E R S :  
What Makes Our 

Neighborhood So Special?

“Memorial Park for sure. Also, the new Spruce 
that opened in Murray Hill. I spend a lot of time 
in Five Points. I spend a lot of time at Birdies and 
Hoptinger.”    – Kaylan Brown and Chris Carter  

“Happy Mushroom Co., Soluna Yoga and 
Wildcrafters. Honestly, for the healing modalities. 
The yoga studio and spa is the spiritual side and 
Wildcrafters is the herbal, medicinal side. And the 
mushrooms are just healing.”    – Kayla Collins  

“Body and Soul on King Street and College Street. 
And Kickback, my next-door neighbor, and 
Buchner’s Bierhalle. It’s a nice, little cool spot to 
have a drink and good food.”    – AJ Copeland  

“The nostalgia. The antique stores. The bars. I’ve 
lived here almost a year now; I moved from St. 
Johns and it’s very different.”    – Paul Haddock 

9. Unique architecture
 After the Great Fire of 1901, Jacksonville drew the attention of many up-

and-coming architects. Rather than seeing a charred devastation, they saw 
a golden opportunity. Luminaries like Henrietta Dozier and Henry Klutho 
blended architectural styles in ways that remain fresh and harmonious to this 
day. Dozier in particular kept her focus ferociously local. 

  “Every house should be designed for the climate and all materials should 
be suitable to this climate,” she said. “I believe, wherever it is possible, it is 
wisdom to use all Florida materials, also Florida labor. For the houses I build, 
all material is purchased right here in Jacksonville.”

10. Education Matters
 The St. Nicholas neighborhood has the distinction of housing not one, but two 

of Jacksonville’s finest high schools: Episcopal and Bishop Kenny. However, 
every neighborhood offers a range of educational opportunities. Bolles, a 
top-ranked boarding school, brings students from all over the world to San 
Jose. New charter schools, like Jacksonville Classical Academy in Riverside, 
are offering even more choices to families.  

11. Planes, Trains and Automobiles
 Everyone who lives in Jacksonville’s historic neighborhoods has had 

the exquisite frustration of being held up by a train, either in San Marco 
or on Roosevelt Boulevard. But while these delays are aggravating, our 
neighborhoods just wouldn’t be the same without the railroad lines that cross 
them. The same is true for the air traffic from the Naval Air Station, especially 
when the Blue Angels are in town for the air show, which Ortega residents 
have affectionately dubbed “No Nap Weekend.” 

12. Walkability…
 While Jacksonville itself is too big to be walkable, each historic neighborhood 

functions as a small, walkable town. Our flat terrain and shady trees make 
walking or rolling easy for all ages and abilities. And that walkability extends to 
our four-legged residents! Many restaurants and shops are dog-friendly, and dogs 
seem to enjoy the weekly Riverside Arts Market as much as their humans do. 

13. …But Also, Driveability
 As cozy and insulated as our historic neighborhoods seem, they are also 

conveniently located next to two major interstates. In as little as 20 minutes, 
historic neighborhood residents can get to Jacksonville International Airport, 
EverBank Field or the Jacksonville Zoo. Additionally, because our historic 
neighborhoods don’t have walls or limited access, there is always an alternate 
route to your destination. 

14. Home Team Spirit
 Whether you’re sipping a crisp sauvignon blanc at one of our country clubs or 

throwing back a domestic draft at one of our dive bars, one topic of conversation 
is sure to come up: How ‘bout those Jaguars? No matter if it’s a rebuilding year 
or a championship season, our hometown team dominates the discourse 
from August until February. Riverside Avondale Preservation schedules its 
annual Luminaria evening around the Jags schedule, and many a bride has 
breathlessly awaited the release of the NFL season to choose a wedding date. 
College loyalties have long divided Jacksonville, but the Jaguars are one thing 
we can all agree on (even if, for years, we only agreed they were terrible.) 

15. Shop Small
 If your mission is to keep your shopping dollars local, you are in luck. Our 

historic neighborhoods each boast a great variety of small businesses to 
tempt you, from well-established shops like Underwood’s in Avondale, to 
Syrene, the new kid on the block in San Marco. Quirky Murray Hill has Bee 
Friends Farm, a beekeeping supply shop. And if you find yourself in need 
of sustenance, head somewhere like Mixed Fillings Pie Shop in Five Points, 
where the delicious pies come with delightful names. 

16. To Protect and (Pre)Serve
 Riverside Avondale Preservation (RAP), and its southside counterpart, the 

San Marco Preservation Society, advocate strongly for their neighborhoods 
to retain their distinctive characters. San Marco has submitted a 
neighborhood action plan to the City Council to act as a blueprint for future 
growth that is sustainable and thoughtful. RAP hosts events like the Home 
Tour, Garden Tour and Riverside Arts Market that bring many Jacksonville 
residents into the neighborhood to experience for themselves the historic 
character of the area. 

17. The Resident News
 There is only one paper committed to exclusively covering Jacksonville’s 

historic neighborhoods – and you’re holding it in your hands right now. For 
the last 17 years, The Resident News has been a valuable resource for citizens of 
the city’s distinct communities. Every month, we bring you the stories of the 
people who make up the fabric of these neighborhoods, look to the past with 
humility and look to the future with enthusiasm. 
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904.527.2525
Janie Boyd, Realtor, Broker/Owner  

Email: info@janieboyd.com

www.JanieBoyd.com

5130 Santa Cruz Ln ❖ $499,000
Waterfront w/7000lb lift, 3 beds/3baths  1755SF

Call Trey Martin, Realtor 904-534-7678

4358 Timuquana Rd #185 ❖ $150,000
Timuquana Village Condos. 1 bed/1bath, quartz kitchen counters, private balcony overlooks courtyard

Call Trey Martin, Realtor 905-534-7678

7053 Hanson Dr. N ❖ $299,000
3 beds/2 baths  1710 SF. POOL home! Screened porch, updated kitchen

Call Jamie Spicer, Realtor 904-705-9401

3582 Hedrick St, unit #1 ❖ $1200 rent
1 bedroom/1 bath wood floors, 2 blocks to Avondale

Call Janie Boyd, Realtor 904-237-9513
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Nassar Wins 
Patriotic Essay 
Contest
Fabiana Nassar, eighth grader at Assumption 
Catholic School, won first place for Veterans of 
Foreign Wars (FVW) Post 3270 in the Patriotic 
Youth Essay, Patriots Pen contest, sponsored by 
the VFW and VFW Auxiliary for Florida District 
6. Students were challenged to write about how 
they were inspired by America. Nassar’s essay 
advanced to win second place in the district and a 
cash scholarship. She was recognized at an awards 
ceremony on Saturday, Jan. 13, where she had the 
opportunity to read her essay to the audience. 
In addition to Nassar, eighth grader Brooklyn 
Denmark also placed first for Post 7909 and won 
a scholarship.

District 6 Senior Vice Commander Rich Possert with essay winner Fabianna Nassar

Harden Wins Cross 
Country Coach of  
the Year
Jackie Hardin, Bishop Kenny High School’s Girls Cross Country 
Coach, was the recognized as the Florida Dairy Farmers 2023 Girls 
Class 2A Cross Country Coach of the Year. 

Under Hardin’s leadership, the lady Crusaders placed first in 
their district and region before winning the FHSAA Class 2A State 
Championship – the ninth title in program history and their first 
since 2008. 

“I am honored to receive this award and I know that I am only one of a very large number of cross country 
coaches who are deserving of this recognition,” said Hardin.

Hardin has been at Bishop Kenny since 2016 as a guidance counselor in the Office of School Counseling and 
the girls head coach for eight years. 

“I couldn’t do this without [assistant coach] Mike Curran. We have worked together for eight years, and he has 
been instrumental in the success of this program.  The expertise that Mike brings to our girls and the training regime 
is incredible.  We wouldn’t have the success this year without his valuable knowledge and love for the program.” 

Jackie Hardin

Students Connect with 
Cross-cultural Expert
More than 20 Bolles upper school students gathered in the Chahlavi 
Center for Global Learning and Engagement in Ulmer Hall on Jan. 10 to 
hear from Cheryl Obal via videoconference about living and working 
in Saudi Arabia. Obal, who has lived in eight countries, has more than 
20 years of experience as a culture and communication skills trainer, 
executive coach and consultant, and her organization’s mission is to 
give individuals the tools needed to thrive when working abroad. 

The conference content included explanations of cultural 
differences, breaking down stereotypes and discussing business 
and career opportunities in the area. The session was part of the 
department’s Student Dialogues series.

(904) 388-5533 • 4603 Shirley Ave • Jacksonville • gyminators.com

Northeast Florida’s Most Affordable Classes – Walking Infants to 17 Years

Fully Air- 
Conditioned
Convenient 
Location 

Birthday Parties
Pro Shop
Concessions

Safety Certified 
Coaches 

Skill Evaluators

Want to help your kids become the best versions  
of themselves? Sign them up for gymnastics-based  

strength training and watch them soar!

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

Join the Fun at GYMINATORS!

Make
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Friends!
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fit &
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skills!

GET IN AND TRY A FREE SESSION BEFORE SIGNING UP FOR A NEW CLASS!

Sign up  Sign up  for Specials...  for Specials...  scan QR to register!
scan QR to register!
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your way into Spring!
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Community 
Kindness 
Reaches 
Jamaica
Six Bolles upper school students traveled 

to Jamaica on a mission trip with St. Mark’s Episcopal Church’s youth group during 
winter break to help those living in the small mountain town of Mandeville. From 
Jan. 1 through Jan. 6, Hallie Nelson, Ellie Stewart, William Barakat, H Burkett, 
James McCranie and Harrison Spencer helped build a kitchen for a community 
center and dug a 7-foot-deep septic tank hole. Alumnus Dan Dearing also joined 
the students to assist them on their trip.

Honoring the Reason 
for the Season
Assumption Catholic School students honored the true meaning of Christmas with 
a kindergarten musical presentation and first grade Nativity play in December. 
Kindergarten students spent weeks practicing with music teacher Katie Rewa to 
perfect a medley of Christmas songs that they performed for their families prior 
to the holiday break. The highly anticipated, annual first grade Christmas Nativity 
play involved the entire first-grade student body, dressed either for a specific role 
or in their Sunday best as part of the ensemble.

Chen Performs at Carnegie Hall

Sophomores Hallie Stewart, James McCranie and H Burkett 
helped dig a hole for a septic tank on their mission trip to the 
island of Jamaica. 

Assumption kindergarteners put on a joyful Christmas 
musical presentation.

Benjamin Martin, Owen Lanahan, Reagan Meyer, Eliana 
Gebreyesus and Thomas Felix represent the Nativity.

Bolles senior Yancin Chen performed in the Weill Recital Hall in New York City’s famed Carnegie Hall on Dec. 23 as a winner of the 2023 
American Protégé International Piano and Strings Competition. Chen won third place in the Piano Intermediate Category (age 15 to 18), 
earning a recital spot at the renowned classical concert venue.  

Debutante Coterie Presented 
at 146th Christmas Ball
Twelve debutantes in traditional white gowns made their final, formal bow on Dec. 
28, 2023, at the 146th annual Florida Yacht Club Christmas Ball and Presentation, 
held at Timuquana Country Club. The coterie included, front row: Mimi Page 
Kurlas, Meagan Dianne Donovan, Sarah Alice Craddock, Hannah Pendleton 
Goldfield, Catherine Kelly Kunz, Barley Jemison Hilpert, Elizabeth Alston Rachels; 
back row: Evelyn Elizabeth Miller, Catharine Tucker Ogletree, Ann Genevra Miller, 
Wentworth Grace Pajcic and Eleanor Somerset Acosta-Rua. 
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A perfect time to get your 
child started on the road  

to good dental heath!

is
National 
Children's 
Dental 
Health 
Month…

FEB

904.423.1377 | kids1dentistry.com
4411 Roosevelt Blvd. Suite 594 (Ortega Park)

Most insurances and care credit accepted

Specialist in Pediatric Dentistry

Dr . Jila J. Mahajan

WHERE ARTS AND CREATIVITY GROW

SAVE THE DATE
Extravaganza: Saturday, February 24

100%
OF ENROLLED 
SENIORS RECEIVE 
HIGH SCHOOL 
DIPLOMA

Top 1%
OF ARTS & 
ACADEMIC 
HIGH SCHOOLS

90%
OF THE GRADUATES 
WILL ATTEND 
COLLEGES, 
UNIVERSITIES AND 
CONSERVATORIES

21 Million
IN COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
OFFERED TO THE 
GRADUATING CLASS 
OF 2023 SENIORS

For more information about DA and auditions visit DA-arts.org
2445 San Diego Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32207  |  Where Arts and Academics Meet Excellence

Jacksonville’s Only Performing Arts High School



Award-winning 
Singers Return 
Home for 
Concert 
The award-winning Washington and Lee University 
Singers, conducted by Shane Lynch, will perform at St. 
John’s Cathedral on Sunday, Feb. 5 at 5 p.m. as a part of the 
choir’s national tour of the Southeast. 

Members of the renowned a capella choir include 
Jacksonville locals Libby DeVooght and Will Pittman. 
DeVooght is a 2022 graduate of Stanton College Preparatory 
School, previous worship leader at Southside Methodist 
and veteran of the Jacksonville Children’s Chorus and the 
Florida All-State Women’s Chorus. Pittman graduated in 
2020 from the Episcopal School of Jacksonville.

The performance will include music from Bach to 
Mendelssohn to Argentinian composer Ernesto Herrera, 

highlighted by set 
from renowned 
c o m p o s e r 
Rosephanye Powell. 
As is tradition, 
the University 
Singers will end 
their performance 
with folk songs. 
Admission to the 
concert is free.

In 2022, the 
University Singers 
choir took third 
place at the City of 
Derry International 
Choir Festival in 
Ireland and was the 
first to represent 
the U.S. at the 
competition. 

New AI Policy Changes 
Address the Good, Bad
Episcopal School of Jacksonville’s (ESJ) division heads and Student Life office recently worked to develop 
a new policy for grades six through 12 regarding the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the classroom, 
balancing its frequent misuse with the need for graduates to work within technological advancements 
such as AI. 

ESJ’s new policy reads: “Our approach and philosophy regarding this type of content is authentic to the 
future our students will live and work in, but more importantly is rooted in our mission and our learner-
centered approach to education. Episcopal will teach students to utilize machine intelligence ethically 
and efficiently, ensuring that our programs and pedagogy continue to emphasize the irreplaceable value 
of that which makes us human.”

“The most important word in our policy is ‘human,’” said Natalie Herford, ESJ Head of Upper School. 
“We are and our students are, first and foremost, human beings. No machine can take the place of our 
creativity, our joy for learning, our Harkness classroom discussions or our imagination. But we can use 
AI for learning with parameters placed around it.”

In the past, much of grading has depended on the final product a student submits. With the development 
of AI, the process the student goes through to create that final product now becomes exponentially 
weightier. Learning now has become the process, instead of learning being the final product. 

With AI, it is easy to turn in a polished product and learn nothing in the process,” said Herford. 
While AI can be useful in the classroom for problem set generation, brainstorming idea generation, 

and even as a tutor in certain circumstances, faculty is also using the misinformation AI produces as a 
learning tool, having students correct and edit AI responses. Methods to further protect the learning 
process include the increased use of Google docs and assignment checks throughout the project. Libby DeVooght and Will Pittman

38 IT’S THE PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE PLACE, AND  THE RESIDENT NEWS FOSTERS ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP BY KEEPING YOU AWARE OF THE NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENTS HAPPENING IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.

Fostering Innovation, Building Futures
At RPDS we celebrate childhood and foster an environment where 
students can explore their curiosities and embrace their creativity.

Scan the QR code to learn more about STEAM 
at Riverside Presbyterian Day School. www.rpds.com     904.353.3459 

PreK 3 - 6th Grade
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Making Waves
Jacksonville water polo trio shines at Olympic 
Development Tournament

Three standout members of the Jacksonville Water Polo 
Club showcased their skill and dedication at the USA Water 
Polo Olympic Development Program (ODP) Super Regional 
Tournament held in Dallas, Texas, Jan. 12-14.

Alex Torres, John Erdal and Sawyer Weakland played on 
separate Southeast Zone Super Regional Teams during the 
three-day tournament: Torres and Erdal on the Development 
Blue and Red teams, respectively, while Weakland contributed 
her skills to the Youth Red team. 

Torres, a 12-year-old student at Landon Middle School, 
Erdal, an 11-year-old attending Pine Island Academy, and 
Sawyer Weakland, a 17-year-old student at Episcopal School of 
Jacksonville, all excelled as attackers with each scoring multiple 
goals for their respective teams during the tournament.

“Playing as part of the Southeast Zone team has opened up 
doors to play with clubs from NYC, North Carolina, and beyond. 
It allowed me to compete at much higher levels, including the 
Super Futures Tournament in San Francisco, California,” said 

Weakland, now in her second selection for the Southeast Zone team. 
“ODP was a great way for me to meet players from other teams and develop new friendships. I 

also loved playing against top-level players from around the country,” said Torres. “It allowed me to 
see a higher level of competition and different playing styles.”

John Erdal said the thing he loved most about the experience was traveling to play against people 
he’d never competed with before. 

“It was an exciting event with a lot of players and fans,” he said.
Coach Manny Torres believes – with the 2024 Olympics approaching, and as awareness of water 

polo increases in the community – that more families will be inspired to have their children try the 
sport. To learn more about the Jacksonville Water Polo Club, visit jaxwaterpolo.com.

Alex Torres John Erdal Sawyer Weakland with her mother, Ang Weakland

Members of the Jacksonville Water Polo Club practice 
at Bolles. 

Bolles Students Show 
“Love is the Gift”

More than 90 Bolles upper school students spent over 40 hours 
collaborating to create a sculpture entry titled “Love is the Gift” 
for the Jacksonville & The Beaches Unite with Lights Student 
Challenge as part of the inaugural Deck The Chairs at James 
Weldon Park. The design won the Judges Award for exemplifying 
the meaning of this year’s theme. 

Senior Trent Carter proposed the chair’s design with the 
help of his Honors 3D Art class. The concept was brought to 
life by the Art Club and students taking Foundations in Art and 
Painting with upper school fine arts teachers Tiffany Gonzalez 
and Lily Kuonen.

The student artists provided the following description of 
the piece: “Inspired by the idea of elves preparing gifts for the 
world, the final design represents the symbolism of gifting as an 
expression of love. Love is the real gift, uniting us all in its light.”

From here, they’ll learn from there.

Bolles.org  |  Pre-K through Grade 12, Day & Boarding School

The Bolles Global Learning and Engagement Program provides advanced instruction through global dialogue—sharing 
knowledge across our entire curriculum, including science, fine and performing arts, languages, athletics and more.

Learn more  
about Bolles 

GL&E program
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The Episcopal experience means learning extends far beyond 
the classroom. Our graduates Seek Understanding as lifelong 
learners; Develop a Sense of Self earned through challenge; 
Live with Honor and Purpose, choosing to lead, do good, and 
serve others; and Pursue a Life of Faith, in a way meaningful 
to them while respecting the dignity of every human being. 
Across our Four Pillars — Academics, Athletics, Fine Arts, 
and Spiritual Life — Episcopal students find their passions 
while shaping who, not what, they will become.

Visit ESJ.org To
 Explore Your Future

EPISCOPAL
SCHOOL of JACKSONVILLE

MUNNERLYN
GRADES 6 – 12
4455 ATLANTIC BLVD.
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
904.396.7104

ST. MARK’S
AGE 1 – GRADE 5
4114 OXFORD AVE.
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
904.388.2632

BEACHES
PRE-K 3 – GRADE 5
450 11th AVE. NORTH
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, FL 32250
904.246.2466

A Portrait of 
   Potential

A New Castle for 
Assumption Knights
Students at Assumption Catholic School celebrated the installation of brand-new playground equipment in a 
ribbon cutting ceremony on Jan. 23. 

This new playground equipment cost nearly $250,000 and Principal Maryann Jimenez said it took two 
cycles of the school’s annual fundraisers to fully fund. The school selected New York-based Play By Design – 
the same company that designed and installed the equipment for Jacksonville Beach’s Sunshine Playground 
at South Beach Park – for this new installation, which created custom-designed and -built, castle-themed 
playground equipment for the Knights to enjoy during their recesses. 

“That was something very unique about this company that we really loved,” Jimenez said. “We didn’t 
want playground equipment that you could see at other places. A lot of the playground equipment around 
town is just similar pieces, and this was very special to us because this company specifically designs for your 
community.”

The fundraisers for this new equipment saw support from current Assumption families and the Assumption 
community, but also from Assumption alumni, the Knights of Columbus Bishop Kenny Council 1951 and the 
Men’s Club from Assumption Catholic Church. 

This new equipment replaces the previous setup, installed sometime in the early 2000s, Jimenez said, and 
completes the first of the school’s multi-phase long-term fundraising goals for “Outdoor Enhancements.” 
Phase two is comprised of a new sports court featuring basketball and, possibly, pickleball courts, for which 
the school has already raised nearly $20,000 as of Nov. 17. Later phases include ideas like an outdoor classroom 
and a greenhouse for the school’s STREAM program.

Student Council Secretary Sarah Ruen, Student Council Vice President Louise Schwegel, Principal Maryann Jimenez, Fr. Jason Trull, mascot Georgie, Fr. Mousa, Assistant Principal 
Jennifer Jardine, Student Council Treasurer Brooklyn Denmark, Student Council Chaplain Isa Miller and Student Council President Cesca Werstine in front of Assumption Catholic 
School’s new playground.

Camilo Ramirez and his daughters 
enjoyed donuts, coffee, a chapel service 
and visit to the book fair during the 
January Dads & Donuts event at San Jose 
Episcopal Day School.
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS GIVE LOCALS A VOICE. THAT’S WHY THE RESIDENT NEWS BRINGS YOU COLUMNS LIKE “YOU ASKED FOR IT” AND “WORD ON THE STREET.”

Dads + 
Donuts

Free Family Fitness 
on the Riverfront 
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays 
Feb. 2 through March 10
The Riverfront Parks Conservancy announced it will 
begin a pilot series of free, downtown riverfront programs 
for youth and families for six weekends starting Feb. 2 
and running every Friday, Saturday and Sunday until 
March 10. The pilot series is in collaboration with the 
City of Jacksonville’s Department of Parks, Recreation 
and Community Services, the Downtown Investment 
Authority (DIA) and the Winston Family YMCA.

“We are thrilled to offer opportunities for youth and 
families to enjoy our riverfront and promote health and 
wellness,” said Barbara Goodman, board chair of the 
Riverfront Parks Conservancy. 

A variety of programs for youth and families of 
different age levels are planned with local community 
partners. Programs include Double Dutch with 
Jump4Jax, Strollin’ on the River with the YMCA, 
handpan performances by Streams of Sound, Dance 
Trance classes, family Zumba with the YMCA, family 
yoga with Yoga4Change, lawn games and more.  

The programs will be held Fridays and Sundays at 
the Ford on Bay site on Bay Street – formerly the old 
courthouse site next to the Hyatt – and on Saturdays 
at Sidney Gefen Park along the Riverwalk near the 
Winston YMCA. Program times, location and additional 
information is available at riverparkjax.org/events.
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It’s the undercurrent of every decision, every investment and every partnership designed to enhance 

the lives of our students and faculty. It’s the swell created with each graduate’s imprint ... creating 

wave after wave of impact upon communities here and around the world. 

BUILDING A BETTER TOMORROW.

FUTURE
MADE

FutureMaker 
Tyler Kopf
Class of 2024

ju.edu/FutureMadeju.edu/FutureMade

Scan to watch Tyler’s story.

MADE
TO MAKE 
WAVES.



THE WAY WE WERE

Agnes Ellis (Danciger) was the first female to walk across the Mathews Bridge. 
Living just one door south of the bridge that was being built to connect downtown 
with Arlington, Agnes remembers the noise of construction and the excitement of 
making the bridge a one-of-a-kind playground. 

“My sister, Sarah, and I would roller skate, ride bikes and have picnics on the 
bridge,” she recalled. “All the workmen knew us, and we watched as they placed 
rivets by hand.” When the bridge officially opened in 1953, Agnes, 12, walked across 
it, followed close behind by her sister, Sarah, 14.

Born to George and Agnes Ellis in 1941 at Riverside Hospital in Jacksonville, 
Florida, Agnes is a 5th generation Floridian whose mother was the daughter of Jesse 
Williams, the first periodontist in North Florida. Her older sister, Sarah, and her 
younger brother, George, remain in Jacksonville. 

Agnes began her schooling at Arlington Elementary when she was six years old, 
from first through sixth grade, and then went to the Bartram School for junior high, 

graduating from Robert E. Lee High School in 1959. 
As a girl, she was always involved in church and social 

happenings in Riverside and Ortega. 
“I was part of Riverside Little Women, sponsored by the 

Women’s Club of Jacksonville. I participated in the May Fete 
put on by the Woman’s Auxiliary of the Church of the Good 
Shepherd,” said Agnes, adding that she was also a member of the 
Junior Assembly, a cotillion put on by the parents of eighth and 
ninth grade students. She still remembers each and every one 
of her group from Junior Assembly, as most have remained her 
friends all of their lives. 

In May 2021, 
Meta Magevney 
and Neely Towe 
hosted a gathering 
of friends who were 
1959 graduates from 

Robert E. Lee High School, followed 
that evening by a dinner given by Beth 
Slifer. Many of the names from the 
Friday Musicale group attended the 
2021 gathering.

After a lovely girlhood of cotillions, 
fetes, high school parties and being 
active in clubs at school as well as 
activities at church, Agnes attended 
Duke University. Although her mother 
had gone to Sweet Briar, Agnes chose 
Duke, following in her sister’s and 
father’s footsteps. She opted to take 
a six-week European trip in place of 
making her debut and then settled 
down to higher learning. Again, she 
was active and popular, being courted 
by young men from the neighboring University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
While she was at Duke, Agnes and her mother where pictured in the Jacksonville 
Journal’s February 17, 1960 edition in a pictorial article titled “You Look Just Like 
Your Mother.” She graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1963.

Agnes’s daughter-in-law, writer Susanna P. Barton, wrote in her book The Girls 
of Your Genes that Agnes resisted the young men from Chapel Hill and Duke and 
fortunately (for Susanna) “married Quinn R. Barton, Jr. on September 7, 1964, in St. 
Matthews Church with a grand reception at Timuquana Country Club with over 500 
guests and a treasure trove of fine silver wedding gifts.” That marriage produced 

Anges and Sarah on the Mathews Bridge

Agnes Ellis at age 12.

gnes Anderson 
    Ellis Danciger

BY SUSAN D. BRANDENBURG

A

The Ellis family in 1948: George, Sarah,  Agnes (mother), George Jr. and Agnes (daughter).
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256 East Church Street
Jacksonville, FL 32202

(904) 356-5507 • JaxCathedral.org

Through the heartbeat of 
our sacred worship, we 
bring together people of 
profound difference to 
serve God, to love and  

learn from one another.

LENTEN EVENSONG
St. John’s Cathedral Choir 

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 18
5 P.M.

THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS
The premiere choral 

ensemble at Washington 
and Lee University
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 25

5 P.M.

Music at the Cathedral

Third Thursdays | 5 - 8 P.M.
southbank riverwalk

DTJax.com/sipandstroll
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four children, including Susanna’s 
husband, David.

As a young mother of four, Agnes 
demonstrated a unique ability to multi-
task, volunteering her time, tenacity 
and energy to many community 
endeavors without ever skipping a beat 
as a homemaker. Over the years, she 
served as president of the Junior League 
of Jacksonville, Volunteer Jacksonville, 
Inc., Greenscape of Jacksonville, Inc., 
Tree Hill, and was chosen as the first 
female president of the American Cancer 
Society, Duval County Unit. Growing up 
in Jacksonville with so many friends who 
knew her well definitely helped groom 
her for her volunteer career, and her no-
nonsense, friendly and fearless approach 
was also a factor in her leadership success. 

Her active membership as a board 
member of United Way of Jacksonville 
Executive Committee, the Greater 
Jacksonville Fair Association, Friends of 
Guana, Hurricane Island Outward Bound, 
and St. Johns Riverkeeper have garnered 
her lasting respect and admiration 
throughout the community. However, 
as a board member of Jacksonville’s 
Memorial Park Association, Agnes played 

a key role in having the park named to 
the National Register of Historic Places. 
In addition, she served as co-chairman 
of the Spirit of Victory Campaign that 
helped raise $1.5 million to preserve and 
enhance the park. For that stellar service, 
she was a finalist in 2018 for the coveted 
Florida Times-Union EVE Award. She 
was also appointed to serve on the City 
of Jacksonville Parks & Recreation 
Committee, the Florida Cancer Control 
and Research Advisory Board, and the 
Vestry of St. Mark’s Episcopal Church. 
She was editor of St. Mark’s magazine, 
The Marksman. 

Professionally, Agnes served as 
assistant trainer for the National 
Information Center on Volunteerism, 
worked as an advertising representative 
for Jacksonville Today, the director of 
advertising for Jacksonville Monthly, 
a health care consultant for Florida 
Health Alliance, and was the Director 
of Community Affairs at the College of 
Health, University of North Florida. 

The special brand of individualism, 
energy and enthusiasm possessed by 
Agnes Danciger – whose second marriage 
was in 1993 to Ed Danciger, now deceased 
– manifested itself in much more than 
service to her family and community. 
In the 1980s, for example, Agnes ran 
the 26.2 Marine Corps Marathon in 
Washington, D.C., went snow skiing in 
Vail, Colorado, and even learned how 
to windsurf. After her marriage to Ed 
Danciger, she learned to sail and live on 
a sailboat, sailing to places as far away as 
Maine and the Bahamas. 

Beloved by her four children: 
Margaret, Quinn, Ellis and David, 
and fondly called “Gigi” by her eight 
grandchildren, Agnes was presented 

a special book on her 70th birthday 
by her family that listed by number 
her many accomplishments as well 
as her personality traits. Among her 
accomplishments were 
“caught a barracuda,” “rode 
in hot air balloon,” “read 
countless books,” “sailed 
the Thousand Islands,” 
“survived a possum bite and 
the subsequent series of 
rabies shots,” and “taught 
her grandchildren how to 
enjoy life.” 

Among the 70 “Things 
We Love About Agnes” 
were: “Agnes would do 
anything for her family and 
is always at the forefront in 
times of need,” “She is the 
world’s best mother,” “Her 
dancing skills – they not only wooed Ed, 
but they also got her awarded the Ms. 
Mama Jama at the Florida Yacht Club 
4th of July Party,” “She is a wonderful 
hostess,” “She always finds a way to get 
things done.” Number 70 simply stated, 
“She is our Agnes!”

Currently, Agnes is an active legacy 
member of the Women’s Giving 

Alliance, an Honorary Director of 
Leadership Jacksonville, on the board 
of Jacksonville University’s Marine 
Science Research Institute, and 
continues to enjoy sailing, entertaining, 
travel, reading and exercise. Agnes 
Danciger is, according to her children 
and grandchildren, “the quintessential 
matriarch everyone loves to be around.”

My sister, Sarah,  

and I would roller 

skate, ride bikes 

and have picnics on 

the bridge. All the 

workmen knew us, 

and we watched as 

they placed rivets 

by hand.
– Agnes Ellis (Danciger)

Linda Burbridge (Knight), Bonnie Patterson, Beth Walker (Slifer),  
Brian Rosborough, Agnes Ellis (Danciger), Bob (Robby) Breen, Meta 
Bond (Magevney), Bill Gibbs, Dorothy Coulter (Adams), Gress LeMaistre, 
and Robin Rhodes (Browning) pose for a group photo at a 1950s-era 
Junior Assembly dance at Friday Musicale. 

Agnes and her mother reading together, as photographed for a 
1960 Jacksonville Journal. 

Agnes, second from right, with her adult children David, Margaret, Quinn and Ellis. 

Agnes Ellis Danciger as president of Junior League

Back row: Angie Jones (Conway), Dorothy Coulter (Adams), Beth Walker (Slifer), Hazel 
Harby (Donahoo), Meta Bond (Magevney), Neely Paul (Towe). Front row: Robin Rhodes 
(Browning), Betty Stanly (Cates), Billie Kirby (Haynes) and Agnes Ellis (Danciger).

gnes Anderson 
    Ellis Danciger

5939 Roosevelt Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32244
ALF# 12509
A Residence of Legend Senior Living®

LegendSeniorLiving.com807 Lomax St.  
Jacksonville, FL 32204
904-353-6229 
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I had no idea how rich our neighborhoods 
were in local bookstore offerings until 
writing my own books in late 2023: 

Grand Plans: How to Mitigate Geri-Drama 
in 20 Easy Steps (and its workbook 
pairing, the Grand Planner) and the 2024 
latest Lenten challenge book, Rolling 
My I-s: A Lenten Challenge to Give Up 
Me, Myself & I Talk. I learned there is no 
excuse for anyone in our neighborhoods 
to be bored, dull or stupid with that much 
creative work and mind-stimulating 
material nearby. Dog-ear this, dear 
readers: proximity to local bookstores 
makes our Resident community a smarter, 
super shelf-righteous place to live.

According to a 2019 study from the 
Washington, D.C.-based American 
Enterprise Institute, local amenities like 
bookstores promote social connection 
and trust – essential ingredients to 
neighborhood health, sustainability 
and value. Key points from the study 
include:
• “Americans who live closer to com-

munity parks, libraries, restaurants 
and theaters are more content with 
the neighborhood, more trusting of 
others, and less lonely regardless of 
whether they live in large cities, sub-
urbs, or small cities or towns.

• Residents of amenity-packed neigh-
borhoods are likelier to say their 
community is an excellent place to 
live, to feel safer walking around the 
neighborhood at night, and to report 
greater interest in neighborhood go-
ings-on.

• Americans living in communities 
with little access to amenities are 
likelier to feel socially isolated.”
Bookstores provide many other im-

portant perks to our Resident commu-
nities – namely, cultural vibrancy, op-
portunities to connect with and support 
each other, and, let’s not forget their 
big cha-ching factor: bookstores keep 
local dollars in local circulation for lo-
cal prosperity and local growth. No plot 
twist there.

All of the bookstores I encountered 
during my local book-marketing extrav-
aganza demonstrated these strengths 
and more. My first stop was a late No-
vember book launch for Grand Plans 
at the Literary Lounge in Murray Hill. 
It had only been open for about eight 
weeks when I hauled my books in there 
for a signing event. Mother-daughter 
proprietors Terri Reynolds and Shel-
by Giltz, who had recently moved to 
the area with their family from North 
Carolina, designed a beautiful little re-

treat on Edgewood Avenue with dark 
library-green walls and a broad collec-
tion of yummy titles. They were so hos-
pitable and generous with their space, 
and like the other bookstore owners I 
encountered, they made me feel import-
ant as a new author. They encouraged 
future use of their bookstore for book 
clubs, author events and workshops. I 
noted how community-building seems 
to be one major cornerstone of local 
bookstores in our neighborhoods. I look 
forward to being a part of it.

My next stop was San Marco Book-
store in San Marco Square. Store Man-
ager Desiree Molyneaux Bailey, part of 
a three-generation ownership team that 
has been running the bookstore since 
1999, met me for coffee at Bitty & Beau 
in the square to discuss options for a De-
cember launch in her family’s store. She, 
too, talked about workshops and book 
clubs and opportunities to showcase 
my books at the square’s holiday hap-
penings – Black Friday, Small Business 
Saturday and Holiday Magic events. The 
bookstore helps manage and publicize 
these important seasonal retail events – 
events that benefit every single business 
in the square! She made me feel like my 
literary contribution was part of the 
neighborhood buzz and that my work 
was part of the greater good.

Along the way, I also ducked into 
CX904 The Creative Exchange – a light, 
spacious and whimsical retail space in 
a street-level corner of downtown Jack-
sonville’s Bank of America tower at 50 
North Laura Street. An extension of Fo-
gle Art Consulting, this beautiful mar-
ket promotes, sells and showcases local 
art, books, jewelry, gifts and more. Their 
emphasis is on benefiting creators and 
the community. Underscore commu-
nity. My conversation with the CX904 
folks was mostly about sharing with the 
community and bringing people in. We 
discussed opportunities to participate 
in Art Walk events and other fun pos-
sibilities. As an author, this store made 
me feel like an integral part of a cre-
ator’s community; it made me feel like a 
changemaker and contributor!

My final stop on the local book-
store tour was the St. John’s Cathedral 
Bookstore & Gift Shop, managed by my 
friend and neighbor Kathryn Bissette. 
Actually, the Cathedral bookstore was 
my first stop earlier in the year when I 
launched (late in the season) a bound 
collection of Lenten challenge books 
I’d published on the Facebook over the 
years. This store has serious comfy 
vibes – and it’s like going to church or 
your grandmother’s house, but where 
you can browse and flip through juicy 
books and buy pretty things. They are 
providing a wonderful resource to the 
downtown residential community. I 
made plans with Kathryn to launch my 
2024 Lenten challenge book, Rolling My 
I-s, there in late January.

The four stores with which I connect-
ed are just a few of the book-gettin’ and 
-borrowin’ places in our neighborhoods 
today. We are fortunate to have so many 
options. Other fantabulous bookshops 
in our area include:
• The San Marco Public Library, the Bill 

Brinton Murray Hill Branch Library, 
the downtown Jacksonville Public Li-
brary and the Willowbranch Library

• The Chamblin Bookmine in the Or-
tega area and Chamblin Uptown in 
downtown Jacksonville

• Happy Medium Books Café in River-
side

• Femme Fire Books on Park Street
• And of course, all the Free Little Li-

braries we see throughout our neigh-
borhoods.
Author John Updike described book-

stores as “lonely forts, spilling light onto 
the sidewalk. They civilize their neigh-
borhood.” And how can we best show 
gratitude for this community staple, 
this essential, incredible light-spilling 
fort? I say participate in their events, 
patronize their businesses and promote, 
promote, promote their existence! Sup-
porting our bookstores makes a big dif-
ference for all of us, whether you’re a 
new author like me, or simply a person 
who likes to engage neighbors in illumi-
nating conversations about timely top-
ics. Bookstores are a valuable resource. 
The End.

Susanna Barton loves books and writing, 

especially during Lent when she publishes 

unconventional challenges. This year’s series 

is called “Rolling My I-s: A Lenten Challenge 

to Give Up Me, Myself and I-Talk,” and it is 

available at the Literary Lounge, St. Johns 

Cathedral Gifts & Bookstore and the San 

Marco Bookstore. Her favorite authors are 

Ann Patchett, Anne Lamott and anything by 

David Sedaris. A Granada resident, Barton has 

written professionally for The Jacksonville 

Business Journal, The Resident News, 

Jacksonville University and The Bolles School. 

She currently manages an online community 

called Grand Plans, which encourages healthy 

conversations about aging and preparing for 

it on www.mygrandplans.com.

• Network set-up
• Computer clean-up
• Installation & consultation
• Small business & home

Monday–Friday: 9:30–5:30

Tired of being lonely on Valentine’s Day? 
Get your computer fixed instead!

Ocr.410.0127@gmail.com 
www.OrtegaComputerRepair.com

Bryan Arnold 
904.410.0127

Ortega Computer Repair
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4611 Lakeside Drive
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11-year-old Mila poses with some of the LEGO sets that helped her regain dexterity in her left arm where surgeons had to remove large 
portions of bone during her bone cancer treatments. 

Jacklyn Overby was in shock when she opened the doors of a Jacksonville warehouse 
in late December.

Earlier in the fall, the warehouse contained hundreds of LEGO sets donated for 
cancer patients through the non-profit organization V for Victory. But on Dec. 27, the 
space was empty.

“The LEGOs were just gone. There was nothing in there,” said Overby, the executive 
director of V for Victory. “It was honestly devastating.”

Overby estimates just over $50,000 worth of LEGO sets were stolen from the 
warehouse. The Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office is investigating the theft, which includes 
a thorough review of hundreds of hours of security camera footage spanning October 
through December. 

The sets were part of V for Victory’s Bricks of Love program, which began in 2021 
when LEGO donated two semi-trucks full of LEGO sets to the organization. The 
donation included robotic sets, LEGO roller coasters and rare replica sets such as the 
iconic Millennium Falcon from Star Wars, which values at nearly $800. 

V for Victory partners with local hospitals and treatment facilities to distribute 
the sets. As patients come in for treatments or hospital stays, they receive a token to 
pick out a new LEGO set at the V for Victory “LEGO Store.” 

V for Victory served more than 825 families in 2023 and distributed more than 
2,000 LEGO sets to children and adults who are fighting cancer. That’s more than 
double the number of families they served the previous year.

As V for Victory closed out its busiest, most successful year yet, Overby says the 
devastating theft left her feeling helpless and uncertain about how the organization 

Community Unites 
to Replace Stolen 
LEGO Sets for 
Cancer Patients
BY LAURA PHELPS

would navigate this setback. She immediately thought 
of the “warriors” – the cancer patients she serves. 

“I’m very connected with the work that we do. It’s 
very personal to me. Every one of our families I care 
very deeply for. So, I took it so personally to see that 
empty room, and knowing how many children and 
how many families this was going to impact was 
heartbreaking for me,” Overby said.

As heartbreaking as the theft was, it was nothing 
compared to the overwhelming response from the 
community. Word spread quickly. Cash donations and 
new, unopened LEGO sets started pouring in from 
Jacksonville and from all over the country. Messages 
came in from supporters all over the U.S., from New 
York to Hawaii. Some were from children who wanted 
to donate their unused LEGO sets. 

“Here are some LEGOs I got for Christmas to replace 
ones that were stolen,” a child from Long Beach, New 
York, wrote in the card accompanying three LEGO sets 

she shipped to the organization. 
V for Victory organized a donation drop-off day on Jan. 7 and assembled a 

wish list on Amazon to help replace the stolen LEGO sets. People donated LEGO 
sets in honor of loved ones they lost to cancer. Some of V for Victory’s own cancer 
Warriors returned sets they hadn’t yet opened. 

A video shared on Facebook after the event shows piles upon piles of LEGO 
boxes and shipped packages. The positive response surprised and re-energized 
Overby and her team.

“Seeing the hundreds of people who’ve reached out and said, ‘We’re not going 
to let this be the end of the program,’... that means so much more than that one 
person who [stole from us],” Overby said. 

WHY LEGO?
Living with cancer certainly isn’t fun or easy. Nine-year-old Thomas was diagnosed 
with leukemia nearly two years ago and has frequent medical appointments and 
hospital visits. He lost his hair and sometimes doesn’t feel well enough to go to 
school. 

But picking out a new LEGO set after each medical appointment and building 
it with his dad while they listen to classic rock is something Thomas looks forward 
to, said his mother, Lisa Johnson. Thomas now has more than 100 sets, and the V 
for Victory team calls him their “Little LEGO Master.”

Last year, Thomas’ health took a turn for the worse. He was in the hospital for 
38 days, including nearly two weeks on life support. Thankfully, he pulled through, 
and Johnson was deeply touched when V for Victory staff dropped off some LEGO 
sets at the hospital for Thomas to enjoy while he was recovering.

“There are so many amazing organizations around, but V for Victory is so close 
to my heart,” said Johnson. “For kids that can’t leave the house because they don’t 
feel good, there’s only so many video games and so many things you can do to 
keep your child occupied. And these LEGOs help not only keep him busy, but they 
actually help with his occupational therapy as well.”

Similarly, 11-year-old Mila has been fighting osteosarcoma for two years and is 
about to mark the one-year milestone since her first relapse of the bone cancer. 
Her father, George Ivanoff, said the LEGO sets are not only a source of joy for Mila 
but have also helped her regain dexterity in her left arm where surgeons had to 
remove large portions of bone. 

“The Bricks of Love program… really gave Mila a way to approach scary 
appointments and surgeries and chemotherapy as something to look forward to, 
instead of something to dread,” Ivanoff said. 

In a Facebook post, one mother of a 4-year-old diagnosed with leukemia shared: 
“When [V for Victory] told me about the Bricks of Love program, I thought it was 
awesome, but didn’t know just how much it would transform my son’s treatment. 
I don’t say lightly that this program, along with all of the support from V4V, has 
gotten us through treatment.”

MORE GOOD THAN BAD
While V for Victory may never fully replace some of the rare LEGO sets that 
were stolen, they are well on their way to rebuilding their inventory thanks to 
community donations. 

Overby says they still have a few more items on their LEGO wish list and she 
hopes the community will continue to give generously at vforvictory.org. 

In the true spirit of V for Victory’s mission, Overby wants the recent events to 
restore faith in humanity and hope for the future: “I hope the community will see 
there is still much more good out there than there is bad.”
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HARDAGE-GIDDENS RIVERMEAD  
FUNERAL HOME

127 Blanding Blvd., Orange Park
904-264-2481

HARDAGE-GIDDENS ST JOHNS
FUNERALS & CREMATIONS

1285 St. Johns Pkwy., St. Johns 
904-342-1011

HARDAGE-GIDDENS, RIVERSIDE 
MEMORIAL PARK & FUNERAL HOME
7242 Normandy Blvd., Jacksonville

904-781-9262

HARDAGE-GIDDENS MANDARIN
FUNERAL HOME

11801 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville
904-288-0025

HARDAGE-GIDDENS CHAPEL HILLS
FUNERAL HOME & GARDENS

850 St. Johns Bluff Road N, Jacksonville
904-641-9755

BEACHES CHAPEL 
BY HARDAGE-GIDDENS

1701 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville Beach
904-249-2374

HARDAGE-GIDDENS HOLLY HILL
FUNERAL HOME & MEMORIAL PARK
3601 Old Jennings Rd., Middleburg

904-282-9336

HARDAGE-GIDDENS OAKLAWN 
CHAPEL & CEMETERY

4801 San Jose Blvd., Jacksonville 
904-737-7171

HARDAGE-GIDDENS GREENLAWN
FUNERAL HOME AND CEMETERY

4300 Beach Blvd., Jacksonville
904-396-2522

P re-planning your funeral service gives you the 
freedom to customize your service and grants you the 

peace of mind that comes with knowing your plans are safe and 
secure.
What is a Pre-Planned Funeral Arrangement?

Prepaid funeral arrangements are funeral plans that are made 
before the imminent need for a funeral service arises. You can 
make these plans at any point in your life, and though there is 
no right or wrong time to make these arrangements, we strongly 
suggest making them as early as possible.

Why Are Pre-Arranged Funeral Plans Important?
Many people progress through their lives without stopping to 

consider their own funeral, and some even make active efforts 
to avoid thinking about it at all. We understand the hesitance 
that surrounds facing this topic head-on, but we want you to 
understand why it’s so important to take the time to think about 
your funeral plans. Many people opt for pre-planning their funeral 
because the price locks in from the time of purchase, meaning that 
even if prices increase in the future, your price remains untouched. 
Another reason people choose to pre-plan their service is for 
peace of mind for both themselves and their family.

Let’s Look At Martha…
Martha constantly goes out of her way to make sure she takes 

care of the people around her. Throughout her life, she’s done 
everything for everyone. She’s seasoned and stirred hot home-
cooked meals for her family, tended to her children’s wounds 
when they hurt themselves playing games, rooted for her husband 
during his various business ventures, and consistently showed 
up to every music recital and hockey game with posters and 
megaphones (and all other necessary supporting mom gear) to 
support her kids. Martha has been an amazing, caring member of 
her family, and in the coming years, she will face the next major 
chapter of her life: Her golden years.

This will be an exciting new time for Martha, and to ensure 
these years are as stress-free as possible, she decides to pre-plan 
her funeral service. Now she can relax and enjoy the comfort of 
knowing that her funeral arrangements are handled, and that 
her family won’t need to worry about a thing. She’s paid for all 
expenses and made all of the big decisions. Her kids won’t have to 
second-guess what their mom would have wanted because Martha 
secured these decisions in advance. There won’t be any tension or 
fighting between family members over different options because 
Martha took care of everything - just like she always has.

What’s the Process?
One of the first steps to officially pre-planning your funeral is 

to speak with one of our trusted funeral professionals. When you 
arrive for your arrangement session, our staff will welcome you 
and help you feel comfortable (we promise we’re friendly!). During 
your meeting, you will cover all of the most important aspects 
of your service. You’ll discuss casket or urn choice, catering, 
displaying memorabilia, music selection, Life Story displays, and 
so much more. You’ll have the opportunity to highlight everything 
that’s important to you and that you’d like to have represented at 
your service, because after all, this is your day. It should be exactly 
how you envision it. You’ll be able to finalize all details with the 
funeral professional helping you through each step of this intimate 
process. We’re here to help you so that pre-planning your service is 
as easy as possible. We promise you’ll thank yourself for thinking 
ahead!

Common Questions
We understand that you likely have questions and concerns 

about the pre-arrangement process, so here are answers to some 
common questions. Of course, this is not all-encompassing, 
so please reach out to any of our Hardage-Giddens locations to 
discuss your pre-arrangement plans in detail.

I don’t have the financial capacity to pay for my pre-planned 
service in full. What happens now?

If you aren’t able to pay for your pre-arrangement in full, that’s 
okay! We have other available options that are easier on your 
wallet. Our flex options allow you to make payments toward your 
service on a monthly basis at a rate that works for you.*

If I move, will I still have to use the same funeral home I set 
my pre-arrangements with?

Great news! Even if you move away from the funeral home you’ve 
pre-planned your service with, you can take that arrangement 
with you as long as you use another Dignity Memorial provider.*

Can I alter my choices if I change my mind?
Even after your pre-arrangement plans are complete, you’ll still 

have the freedom to change most aspects of your service.* We 
want your service to be everything you want it to be, so please feel 
free to contact us so we can discuss the changes you have in mind.

A Celebration for You, Created By You
The milestones in our lives are important. From our first steps 

to our last birthday, and for everything that comes in between, 
those around us celebrate with us to ensure we know how special 
we are. A funeral service should be no different because it is your 
very last celebration: a celebration of your life.

Pre-arranging your funeral service allows you to harness full 
control over all of the big decisions and provide your family with 
one last gift: The gift of eliminating worry over what you might 
have wanted. Thanks to you, your family will never have to worry 
about if they made the right choice – because just like Martha, you 
made it for yourself.

Please call any of our Hardage-Giddens locations to discuss 
pre-planning your funeral today! Prices fluctuate, so don’t delay. 
We look forward to assisting you.

All information is credited to official Dignity Memorial literature. 
Special thanks to Hardage-Giddens Sales Manager Donald Sharp for 
providing up-to-date information regarding pre-planning services.

*Restrictions Apply. Please See Associate for Details.

A Celebration  
Worth Pre-Planning
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